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Preface
Since the publication in 1989 of Soviet Nuclear Weapons, Volume N

of the Nuclear Weapons Databook, information from several sources has-added
significantly to our knowledge of Soviet nuclear weapons production. We
thought it would be useful to assemble this information, which we have done
here. This is the fourth revision of this Working Paper, first published in
August 1990, which we will continue to update as new information becomes
available. In this regard readers' additions and corrections are welcomed and
appreciated.

The history of the U.S. Manhattan Project is extensively documented.
A bibliography could run to thousands of entries. In contrast, the Soviet
program to build the atomic bomb, and later the hydrogen bomb, remains
largely shrouded in secrecy. In recent years some new information has come
to light. Sakharov's Memoirs, for example, provides new details about some
aspects of the atomic and hydrogen bomb programs, notably the names of
many hitherto unknown participants (see Appendix 1). Nevertheless, a
comprehensive official account is needed to fill in what former President
Gorbachev called the Soviet Union's "blank pages of history."



Early History
Atomic bomb developments1

Following the discovery of nuclear fission by Otto Hahn ana Fritz
Strassman in Berlin in December 1938, Leningrad (since renamed St.
Petersburg) became a leading center for nuclear fission research with Igor V.
Kurchatov at the Leningrad Physico-Technical Institute (LFfI) a prime
mover.2 He coordinated the research not only at his own laboratory, but also
of scientists working at the Radium Institute, directed by V.G. Khlopin from
1939, and the Institute of Chemical Physics,directed by Nikolai N. Semenov.3
In early 1940, two of Kurchatov's junior colleagues, Georgiy N. PIerov and LI.
Rusinov, established that each fissioned nucleus of uranium emitted between
two and four neutrons, thus indicating a chain reaction might be possible. Also
in early 1940, two physicists at the Institute of Chemical Physics, Yakov B.
Zeldovich and Yuliy B. Khariton, investigated the conditions under which a
chain reaction would take place in uranium and concluded that an experimen-
tal attempt to achieve a chain reaction could nciwbe undertaken. In the same
year Flerov and K.A. Petrzhak, working under Kurchatov's close direction,
discovered spontaneous fission of uranium. Inspired by these results,
Kurchatov and his colleagues wrote to the Presidium of the Academy of
Sciences, urging an expansion of work on nuclear fission. In June 1940, the
Academy set up a Uranium Commission, with Khlopin as chairman, to direct
research on the uranium problem. Research proceeded at a slow pace during
the next year, and then was brought to a halt altogether after the German
invasion on June 22, 1941.

In early 1942, the possibility of an atomic bomb became a serious issue
for the Soviet leadership, as a result of information obtained about British,
American and German work on the bomb.4 In the university bbrary at
Voronezh in early 1942,PIerov noticed that articles on nuclear fissionwere no
longer being published in the West, a sign to him that secret work was under

1For a good overviewof the early historyof the Soviet nuclear weapon developments see David Honoway,
The Soviet Union IIIId 1M .Amu Rau, (New Haven: Yale UDiYersityPress, 1983), Cbapter 2-

1The LFIl was directed by Academician Abram Fedorovicb Ioffe in the early 193<M. In late 1932, Ioffe
organized at the institute an atomic nucleus laboratory under his dircdion. In 1934 LFIl bad four
Iaboratoriea working in nuclear pbysics, under the dircctioD of Kurcbatov, A.L AIitbanOV, LA
Artsimovicb, and D.V. Skobel'tsyn.

:4 Other institutions that wen: iD\'oIvcdincluded the ICbarIcovand Tomst pby&ico-tedmicalinstitutes, and
the Leningrad Pedagogical Institute.

4 Holloway, p. 17. By October 1941, Klaus Fucbs bad begun to supply information to the Soviet Union;
Leonid Sbebarsbin, Deputy Cbairman of the USSR State Security Committee (KGB), interviewed by
Pravda, as reported in Tau, Apri122, 1990. See also, Robert CbadweIIWilliams,Klaus Fuchs, Atom Spy,
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard UDiYersityPress, 1987), pp.60-61.



way on an atomic bomb. In May, Plerov wrote to S.V. Kaftanov, who was
responsible for science in the State Committee of Defense (GKO), and to
Stalin that "we must build the uranium bomb without delay."s In NQYember
1942, Stalin summoned four leading academicians: AF. Joffe, Pyott L
Kapitsa, Khlopin and V.I. Vemadsky to the Kremlin and asked about the
possibility of developing an atomic bomb in a relatively short time frame.6
The scientists unanimously confirmed the possibility.' While worried about the
high cost of development, Stalin nonetheless initiated a small-scale project and
asked for a suitable leader for the project: preferably not too prominent nor
too young! Stalin decided that a younger man would be preferable, for whom
the project would become 'the main cause of his life.' Joffe suggested
Kurchatov and AI. A1ikhanov.9

Kurchatov was selected by Stalin in late 1942 with the State Defense
Committee confirming the appointment in March 1943, when it announced
Kurchatov's appointment as director of Laboratory No.2 in Moscow.10This
laboratory was the Soviet equivalent to Los Alamos. By 1947,Laboratory No.
2 had been renamed "Laboratory for Measuring Instruments" (LIPAN).11
Subsequently it was renamed I.V. Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy
(Institut atomnoy energii imeni L J.': KwchtJtov, or IAE) and it goes by that
name today.

On the Politbureau level, Vyacheslav Molotov, then Foreign Minister,
was charged with overseeing the bomb program.12The selection of Molotov
for the supervisory role is unexplained, although he had other defense industry
connections such as supervising the critical tank production program in his
role as senior member of the State Defense Committee (GKO).13 At its
inception during the war, work on the bomb was under the direction of the
secret police, then the People's Commissariat for State Security or NKGB
(Narodnyy Komissariat Gosudarstvennoy Bezopasnosti), headed by Lavrenti

S The letter was first published in the Moscow News, No. 16, 1988, and is reproduced in AppendiI 2.

'''Atomic Energy -The Bomb," USSR Technology Upd4te. April 19, 1990, p. 1.

7 Ibid.

I Ibid.

, Steven J. Za1oga, '"1bc Soviet Nudear Bomb ProJramme -The FIrst Dcc:adc," 111M'sSoviet bwl/igGtce
Review, ApriI 1991, P. 175.

10 ••Atomic Energy - The Bomb," USSR Technology Upd4te. April 19, 1990, P. 1. see a1Io, ADdrei
Sakbarov, Memoin, (New York: Alfred A ~ 1990), p. 159.

11 Sakharov, Memoin, p.93.

U "Atomic Energy - The Bomb," USSR Technology Updou, April 19, 1990, p. 1.

13 ZaIoga, "The Soviet NucIcar Bomb Programme, p. 175.



P. Beria, who was, in effect, the second most powerful man in the Soviet
Union. Sakharov tells us that at the beginning of 1943, on orders from Beria,
Nikolai Pavlov was appointed representative of the Central Committee. and
Council of Ministers at Laboratory No. 2 in Moscow. Pavlov was to become
an important official of the First Main Directorate (renamed in 1953 the
Ministry of Medium Machine Building),14who rose rapidly through the ranks
to become an exceptional administrator.

Kurchatov at the time of Stalin's appointment was not even a full
member of the Academy of Sciences, which reduced his influence among the
more senior physicists.IS Kurchatov drew up a plan of research with three
main goals: to achieve a chain reaction in an experimental reactor using
natural uranium; to develop methods of isotope separation; and to study the
design of both U-235 and plutonium bombs. According to Khariton, Kurchatov
"suggested to me that I should attend directly to the development of nuclear
weapons because he knew that I had been involved to some extent with
weapons development and that I was very ex~ted by these questions."16
Kurchatov, assisted by Fursov, undertook development of an atomic pile

using graphite as the moderator. AI. Alikhanov developed a pile using heavy
water as the moderator. Isotope separation technologies were divided into
three sections: thermal diffusion (under AP. Aleksandrov); gaseous diffusion
(under I.K. Kikoin); and electromagnetic separation (under LA. Artsi-
movich).17 The Soviet bomb program was small during the war. Fifty
scientists were working in Kurchatov's new laboratory by the end of 1943, a
figure which doubled by the end of 1944.Key administrators of the program
included: Boris 1.. Vannikov, the chairman of the Scientific and Technical
Council for the Uranium Project under the USSR Council of People's
Commissars and Mikhail G. Pervukin.

Small scale mining operations for uranium at old radium mines in the
Fergan valley area near Leninabad, Tadzhik SSR, were initiated by the
NKVD's Ninth Directorate, and given the codename 'Combine 6.'18In late
1944, Kurchatov wrote to Beria, head of the NKVD, complaining of the
incompetence of Molotov and the desperate need for uranium. Kurchatov

141be Ministry of Medium Macbine Building was renamed in mid-I989, the Ministry of Atomic Power
and Industry and on January 29, 1992, became the Russian Ministry of Atomic Energy. The current
Minister of Atomic coergy is VICtOr N. MitbaiIov.

15 Steven 1. Zaloga, "]be Soviet Nuclear Bomb Programme - ]be FIISt Decade," lane's Soviet
Intelligence Review, ApriII991, p. 175.

16M(KOW TeJeradiokompaniya Qstankjoo Tclevisioo First Program Network in Russian, Apri123, 1992,
2000 GMT.

17 Ibid.

III Ibid, p. 175.



noted that after over a year, the surveys of the Leninbad deposits had not
even been completed.19 By the spring of 1945, Beria managed to usurp
control of the program from Molotov and became the central ad.ministrator
for the bomb program. Beria likewise succeeded in taking over many· other
high technology programs, including the ballistic missile effort.211

Beria's role in the program was critical. Due to his control over the
GUlAG, Beria was able to provide unlimited amounts of prison labor for
large scale construction of the reactors. Beginning in 1945, the NKVD's Ninth
Directorate, in support of the Ministry of Nonferrous Metallurgy, began an
extensive survey program to discover additional uranium sources in the
USSR.21

Beria also controlled the overseas espionage network, which by 1945
had several critical assets related to nuclear weapons. The most famous of
these were Klaus Fuchs, Julius Rosenberg, and Donald Maclean.22 The role
of atomic espionage will no doubt need reevaluation in light of the things we
are likeJy to learn when the former Soviet archives are opened.

The defeat of Nazi Germany opened the opportunity to recruit
German nuclear scientists. In May 1945 Manfred van Ardenne was persuaded
to visit the USSR to discuss his role in the program. Von Ardenne was
absorbed into the 'first circle' of the GULAG and placed in charge of a team
of conscripted German scientists working on the isotope separation problem
at prison lab Sukhumi on the Black Sea.23 He was later joined by other
German engineers, including Dr. M. Steenbeck, who was primarily involved
in gas centrifuge techniques.24

By the time of the Potsdam Conference, which began the day after the
"Trinity" test, on July17, 1945, the Soviet Union had a serious, albeit small
(especially compared to the burgeoning Soviet missile program), atomic bomb
project underway. On July 24, President Truman casually mentioned to Stalin
after one conference session that the U.S. had a "new weapon of unusual
destructive force." Stalin told Truman he hoped the U.S. would make "good

2D Ibid., p. 175.

%1 Ibid. GULAG is tbc acronym for tbc Cbief Administration of Corrective Labor camps.

22 WdIiams, K1IIUS Fuchs, .AIom Spy; RooaId Radosb aod Joyce Milton TIre RosenIHtrr File: A Seorch lor
the TIUIh (New York: VlDrage Boots; 1984); Vcme W. Newton 1M Cambridge Spia: 1M Untold Story
of Mlldeon Philby; 8IId Ilurgrm ill A1Mri&1I (Laubam, MD: MadiIm Boob, 1984), esp. pp. 145-18S.

%3 Mart Walker, Genrwn NfIIionol SocioIUm rmd the Quut for Nuelur Power 1939-1949 (C&mbridF
Cambridge Uoi\'ersity Press, 1990), pp. 183-184. 0tbcr5 who were "iDYited" or WlIunteercd to SO were
Werner Czulius, Nikolaus Riebl, GUnther Wirtbs, Karl Zimmer, Robert DOpcl, Gustar Hertz, Heinz Pase
and Peter Thieasen.

zeIbid.



use of it against the Japanese." He also told Kurchatov to speed up his work.
The Kurchatov team at Laboratory No.2 in Moscow learned of the

successful test of the first American A-Bomb in the summer of 1945,but this
development alone did not push the program into full gear since the full
implications of the successful test may not have been comprehended by the
upper leadership of the Soviet Union, Beria and Stalin in particular. This all
changed in August 1945when the United States employed the first two atomic
bombs against Hh:oshima and Nagasaki, Japan. On August 7,1945, Stalin put
his secret police chief, Beria in charge of a Soviet version of the Manhattan
Project. In the middle of August, Stalin summoned BL. Vannikov, the
People's Commissar of Munitions, and his deputies to the Kremlin. There they
were met by Kurchatov. 'A single demand of you, comrades,' said Stalin.
'Provide us with atomic weapons in the shortest possible time ... .' Administra-
tion of the program was undertaken by the new FlI'StChief Administration of
the USSR Council of Ministers (PGU-SM), headed by Vannikov. Overall
control of the nuclear program at the Politbure.u level remained in the hands
of Beria, attesting to the importance Stalin then attached to this effort. The
First Main Directorate reporting directly to the Politbureau was created.2S

Within the secret police, Beria had previously created the Ninth Directorate
to oversee the atomic project. Beria maintained control of the bomb program
through the Special Committee (Spetskom) which he headed. Beria's main
aide in supervising the program was Colonel General Avraami Zavenyagin,
whose official title was chief representative of the USSR Council of Ministers.
Zavenyagin was a metallurgist by training, and his role in the Soviet program-
me was in some respects similar to that of General Groves in the American
Manhattan Project.

Ye.P. Slavskiy, who later was to head the Soviet nuclear program
almost continuously from 1957 to 1986, was brought in to supervise the
production of very pure graphite needed for Kurchatov's nuclear pile
experiments. Slavskiy had been a classmate of Zavenyagin in the mining
academy and at the time he was deputy chief of the Aluminum, Magnesium
and Electronics Industry. Slavskiy eventually was placed in charge of
metallurgical extraction and processing aspects of the early bomb program.

By the end of 1946,work on the graphite moderated pile, dubbed 'the
boiler' and designated F-1, was nearing completion at Laboratory No.2 in
Moscow under Kurchatov's and Fursov's direction. The pile was first put into
operation on 25 December 1946.

In July 1948, Lt. Gen. Nikolai L Dukhov of the Army Engineers was
drafted into the bomb program and became the right-hand man, on the



Thermonuclear weapons developments
The initiative to create a Soviet hydrogen bomb project appeared in

1946 in a special report to the government by Isai I. Gurevich, Yakov B.
Zeldovich, Isaak Y. Pomeranchuk, and Yuliy B. Khariton. 'Z1

Toward the end of June 1948, the Council of Ministers and the Party
Central Committee created a special research group at the P.N. Lebedev
Physics Institute of the Academy of Sciences (FIAN) under the direction of
Igor E. Tamm.28 Tamm's group included Andrei Sakharov (who had been a
graduate student at PIAN under Tamm, receiving his degree in 1947),Semyon
Belenky, Vitaly Ginzburg, and Yuri Romanov.29 The group's task was to
investigate the possibility of building a hydrogen bomb, and specifically, to
verify and refine the calculations of Yakov Zeldovich's theoretical group at the
Institute of Chemical Physics.30 Sakharov was a member of Tamm's group at
FIAN until he was assigned to the "Installation"'in March 1950,where he was
employed until his clearance was revoked in July 1968.31

Soviet progress on the hydrogen bomb closely parallels developments
in the United States. It was clear that to support a thermonuclear reaction one
needed a temperature of several tens of millions of degrees. The initial Soviet
concept, being pursued by Zeldovich's group, was to install a layer of liquid
deuterium in an ordinary atomic bomb between the fissile material (the hollow
sphere made of uranium-235 or plutonium-239) and the surrounding chemical
high explosive.32 It was noted, however, that the lack of heat and compres-
sion of the deuterium resulted in practically no thermonuclear reaction in the
deuterium.33 To increase the reaction rate, two improvements in the design

~ Gen. Dukbov's previous claim to fame was •• tile cJcsiBner of the Stalin tank. After the first
tbenDDDUcIear tat, Dutbov moved in early 1954 Into tile ICBM program wberc be beaded a desiIn
bureau. He was a tbrcc-timc rccipicol of the title Hero of Socialist Labor-in 1945, for his tank work, in
1949, for the atomic bomb, and in 1954 for the b)'drogcn bomb; New York Tunes, November 11, 1984.

rt A Romanov, '"Fatber of the Soviet H)'drogcn Bomb," Prirotla, August 1990, p. 20-

a SBbkarov, Memoirs, p. 94; Romanov, "Fatber of the Soviet Hydrogen Bomb," p. 20-

1t satbarov, Memoin, pp. 94-96.

JO Ibid., p. 94.

31 Ibid., P. 101.

32 Raus, "If Not Me 1beI1 WbD?," p. 12, Romanov, '"Father of the Soviet H,droseD Bomb," P. 20.

33 Ibid. The cocrgy released by tile atomic bomb • partitioned amoog the tbcrma1 c:ncrgy of the elcc:trons,
the tbermal CDCrgyof the nuclei, and the energy in the radiation field, Le., the c:ncrgy of the pbotaIs. In

(cootinuecL)



were proposed in 1948, one by Sakharov and the second by Vitaly Ginz-
burg.34Sakharov, in August or September 1948, proposed to increase the
reaction rate of deuterium by surrounding it with a shell of natural UIallium,
effectively increasing the deuterium concentration at the deuterium-uranium
boundary.1SThe deuterium shell also added to the yield of the device as a
result of fast fission of the uranium-238 followingcapture of neutrons escaping
from the thermonuclear burn - the so-called fission-fusion-fissiondesign princi-
ple. Sakharov's variant has also been descnbed as a heterogeneous construc-
tion made of alternating layers of thermonuclear fuel, e.g., deuterium, tritium,
or their chemical compounds, and a heavy substance, e.g., uranium-238.36

Sakharov called it "sloyka," ("layer cake")." His colleagues referred to
Sakharov's approach as "sugarization" (in English Sakharov means "of
sugar").38 .

It also was recognized early on that the situation would be much
improved if tritium were substituted for some of the deuterium, since the cross
section for the OT reaction is about 100 times. the 00 cross section at the
same temperature.39 Because tritium is not found in nature in any abun-
dance, it must be produced in reactors by irradiating lithium-6 with neutrons,
in the reaction

6Li + n -> ·He + T + 4.8 MeV,
a process that is expensive. Moreover, tritium is radioactive, decaying with a
12.3 year half-life, and thus, it must be replenished on a regular basis. Soon
after Sakharov proposed his "First Idea," Ginzburg proposed substituting
lithium-6 for some of the deuterium, as a means of generating tritium in the
weapon itself..t() Ultimately, perhaps by Ginzburg's suggestion, the lithium-6

D( _.continued)
this simple design too much of the energy is lost to the radiation field and the c1cctroDs;and the bcavier
deuterium nuclei fail to beat up to the desired temperature.

34 "If Not Me Then Wbo?," pp. 12-13. See also, Sakbarov, Memoirs, p. 102, wbcrc Satbarov refers to
these as the "FU'St Idea" and the "Second Idea."

" Ritus, "If Not Me Then Who?," p. 12; Sakbarov, Memoirs, p. 102.

36 Romanov, "Father of the Soviet Hydrogen Bomb," P. 21.

37 Ibid.

31 Ibid.

:t9 Ibid.,. p. 20.

40 Ritus, "If Not Me 1bcn Who?," p. 13.



was incorporated in the weapons as a chemical compound lithium deuteride
~LiD).

These two ideas, 6LiD and "sugarization," were incorporated Jnto the
first Soviet thermonuclear test on August 12, 1953.'uIdentified as "Joe 4" by
the U.S., this test was a single-stage boosted fission weapon with a yield in the
200-300 kiloton range.

Sakharov, Zeldovich, and Khariton are generally credited as the three
principal developers of the Soviet hydrogen bomb. The idea of using radiation
implosion to compress and ignite a physically separate thermonuclear
secondary (in the U.S. program this invention is attnbuted to Edward Teller
and Stanislaw Ulam in the spring of 1951) was developed by Sakharov ("one
of the chief authors'''~ and several of his colleagues in the two·theoretical
departments (Zeldovich's and Sakharov's) at the Installation. In his Memoirs,
Sakharov refers to it as the "Third Idea," and claims that Zeldovich, Yuri
Alekseyevich Trutnev and others undoubtedly made significant contnbu-
tions.43 Something like the Third Idea had,';been the subject of earlier
speculation, but this two stage approach became a serious research option in
1954.44 The first Soviet test of a device of this type occurred on November
22, 1955.
Overview of the Nuclear Weapons Production Complex

The Soviet Union since 1949,has produced an estimated 55,000 nuclear
warheads, of which just over 30,000 are still in the active stockpile or in
storage awaiting disassembly. Since the nuclear warhead production complex
and most of the arsenal were concentrated in Russia, upon the breakup of the
Soviet Union in late-1991, the nuclear weapons production program was taken
over by Russia, and the arsenal is in the process of being consolidated there.
The research, development, and production of nuclear weapons in Russia is
now administered by the Russian MinistIy of Atomic Energy (MAE),
headquartered in Moscow. MAE was created out of the Soviet MinistIy of
Atomic Power and IndustIy (MAP!) in 1992.Prior to 1989, MAP! was called
the MinistIy of Medium Machine Building.

The design, testing, and production of nuclear warheads and the
production of fissile material for warheads takes place at 13 principal facilities
located at 12 sites, now all in Russia (see Table 1). There are two nuclear
weapons design laboratories; one remaining nuclear weapons test site; two

41 Ibid.

42 Sakbarov, Memoirs, p. 102.

4:J Ibid., p. 182-

44 Ibid.



warhead assembly plants, one of which is also manufactures electronic
components; a ballistic missile reentry vehicle assemblyplant; three plutonium
(and tritium) production sites, one of which is collocated with on~of the
enrichment plant sites; and four uranium enrichment sites, one of which is
collocated with one of the plutonium production sites. Consistent with the
traditional Soviet secrecy practices, ten of these sites (and the closed cities that
support them) are not found on any maps.45In addition to their primary
names, these closed sites are code-named after cities 50 to 100 kilometers
(km) away followedby a postal zone number (e.g., Arzamas-16). Their precise
locations are not always known. Beginning in 1989, several sites have been
opened to limited visits by foreigners, but others sites still have not been
declassified as to their specific missions and locations. Each is guarded by a
special regiment of the Ministry of Internal Affairs.

The two weapon design laboratories are the All-Russian Scientific
Research Institute of Experimental Physics (Arzamas-16) at Sarova; and the
All-Russian ScientificResearch Institute ofTeclurical Physics (Chelyabinsk-70)
in the Urals region. The only operational nuclear weapons test site, recently
named the Central Test Site, is at Novaya Zemlya (there are two test areas,
northern and southern, on these two islands north of the Arctic Circle). A
second, and what use to be the primary Soviet nuclear weapons test site, was
near Semipalatinsk in Kazakhstan. It was closed permanently by order of the
Kazakh President Nursultan Nazarbayev in August 1991, when Kazakhstan
became independent after the failed coup. One of the two principal nuclear
warhead assembly (and disassembly) plants is Sverdlovsk-45 (with its closed
city called Rusnoy) at Nizhnyaya Tura in the Urals. The second is either
Penza-19 (with its closed city zarchinuy), near Penza, which is south of
Arzamas-16 and southeast of Moscow, or Zlatoust-36 (with its closed city

. 4S AIdra Furumoto, Tokyo Yomiuri Shimbun, in I8paoese, November 17, 1991, Morning Edition, p. 1
(translated inFonign Broadcast InfOl7l1lltiDn Service-SOV-91-225-A, November 21,1991, p. 3.) published,
from what was said to be a classified Russian document, the followinglist of 10c105edcities (all in Russia)
where nuclcar weapons rcscarcb and manufacture takes pIacc (the city's codc-namc with postal ZDIlC

number, and population are cootained within parcntbcscs):
1. KrcmIeY(Arzamas-16, 80,3(0) 6. ZcIoopst (Krasooyarsk4S, 63,3(0)
2. SnczbiDst (ChclyabiDst-70, 46,3(0) 7. Novourallk (~44, 88,5(0)
3. Ozborst (ChclyabiDsk-6S,83,5(0) 8. Rusnoy (SverdIoYst4S, 54,700)
4. SeYcrsk(Tomst-7, 107,700) 9. Zan:binuy (pcnza-19, 61,400)
S. Zbclcnogorst (KrasDoyarst·26, 90,300) 10.Torifugomuy (ZIatoust-36, 29,800)

From what we mow from other IOI.Il'CCS about most of tbeae cities, the list appcaB to be autbcntic.
Due to the usual transliteratioo problems of 'r' and ')' out of Iapanese the FBIS tnmsIation misspelled
Krcmlcv as "Krcmryuv,"SnezbiDst as "SunczbiDsk," and presumably ~ Zbcicnogrost as
"Zbcrzunogorst and Zclnogont as "Zcrnogorsk," and misidentified SverdIoYsk-44(population 88,500),
as "Sverdlovst45 (population 63,3(0)."



Torifugomuy), near Zlatoust, in the Urals west of Chelyabinsk.46 Penza-19
is the site of an electronics plant, probably similar to the Kansas City Plant in
the United States. Assembly of ballistic missile reentry vehicles takes place at
Zlatoust-36. This may be at or near the Zlatoust Machine BuDding Plant
where submarine-launched ballistic missiles are assembled The three
plutonium (and tritium) production sites are Mayak Chemical Combine
(Chelyabinsk-65; formerly Chelyabinsk-40» near Kyshtym in the Urals, the
Siberian Chemical Combine (TomsIc-7) in Siberia, and the Mining and
Chemical Combine (Krasnyarsk-26) near Dodonovo in Siberia.47 Plutonium
and tritium production at Chelyabinsk-65 has now ceased. The four operating
uranium enrichment plants are the Urals' Electromechanical Plant" at
Sverdlovsk-44 (with its closed city called Novouralsk) near Verkh-Neyvinsk
(formerly Kefirstadt), near Yekaterinburg (whichwas called SverdIovskbefore
the breakup of the Soviet Union); the Siberian Chemical Combine (collocated
with the· production reactors) at Tomsk-7; the Electrochemistry Plant
(Krasnoyarsk-45) between Krasnoyarsk and Kansk; and the Electrolyzing
Chemical Combine at Angarsk near Lake BaikaL

Prior to the breakup of the Soviet Union there were thought to be
some 29 nuclear weapons production/storage sites in the Soviet Union. The
locations of most of these is are not publicly known.

The CIA estimates that some 900,000 people in the former Soviet
Union have clearances to work with nuclear weapons in one way or another,
including both military personnel responsible for nuclear operations and the
employees of the nuclear weapons complex. Of these, an estimated 2000
reportedly have detalled knowledge ofweapons design, and 3000 to 5000 more
have worked in uranium enrichment or plutonium production.49

Ministry of Atomic Energy
The Russian Ministry of Atomic Energy (MAE) (in Russian, Minatom),

whose counterpart in the United States is the Department of Energy

'"v. FlIiD. "Nuclear Bomb Alscmbly Tcd1DoIogy. Yardman MiDa)'ev Speaks," Moscow KomsOmoiskaya
Pnzvdtl, February 6, 1992,p. 2 (tnlDllated InFOITign l1I'otIdcaft InfontlDtion Sena-SOV-9~ February
7, 1992, p. 3.). Experimental and prototype warheads are fabricated at the two design laboratories,
Arzamas-16 and OJeIyabiDst.70.

47 There is DO tritium production at Krasooyant-26.

41 It bas also been referred to as the Urals' Elec:trocbemist Combine.

49 Elaine Sc:ioIino, "US. Report Warns of Risk In Spread of Nuclear Skills, "The New YorlcTuna, January
I, 1992.



(DOE), so is responsible for the research, development, testing and production
of nuclear warheads. Once produced, the warheads are delivered by MAE to
the Main Administration for Nuclear Weapons (the Twelfth Main Admjnistra-
tion or Directorate) of the Ministry of Defense. Bydecree of President Yeltsin
on January 29, 1992, the Russian MAE was created out of what had
previously been the Soviet Ministry of Atomic Power and Industry (MAP!) (in
Russian, abbreviated "Minatomenergoprom"), assuming its functions and
acquiring its assets in Russia. Three years earlier, in mid-1989, MAPI had
been created out of, and assumed most of the duties of, the Ministry of
Medium Machine Building (MMMB) (in Russian, Obshchesoyumoye
ministerstvo srednego mashinostroyeniya, abbreviated "Minsredmash"). MAE,
as did its predecessors MAPI and MMMB, supervises the entire chain of
production for nuclear weapons, from the mining of uranium ore through the
fabrication of warheads, and is responsible for the production of all nuclear
materials, uranium enrichment, production reactors, nuclear waste manage-
ment, and warhead research, development, testmg and production. Analogous
to the U.S. DOE, MAE is also responsible for research and production of
civilian nuclear power technology and utilities, high-energy physics, lasers, and
other civil programs including the production of dairy equipment. Sl

The governmental organizations and the personnel involved the bomb
program during World War IT, and through the late 19408until 1953, is very
sketchy. A special "semi-ministry" called the First Main Directorate adminis-
tered the bomb program from 1945 until 1953 under the direction of secret
police chief Lavrenti P. Beria. In 1953the MMMB was created. The principal
administrators of the nuclear weapons program after the creation of the
MMMB (after Beria) were:
Malysbev, V.A - Minister, MMMB, June 1953-1955.
zavenyagin, AP. - Minister, MMMB, 1955-December 31, 1956.
Vannikov, B.L. - Minister, MMMB, Januazy-May, 1957.
Pervukbin, M.G. - Minister, MMMB, May-July 1957.

so Three agencies baYe previously oycrseeD these activities: from June 1942 to December 31, 1946 the
Manbattan Engineer District (MED) or "Manbattan Project, " from January 1, 1947 to 1974 the Atomic
Energy CommisUon (AEC), and from 1975 to 1977, the Energy Research and Development
AdministralioD (ERDA). The Department of Energy formally came into Clistence on October I, 1977.

51 Prior to the CbemobyI disaster in April 1986, the Ministry of Medium MacbiDe Building was responsible
for design and CODStructioo of nuclear power plants, wbiIe the operation of these plants was the
responsibility of the Soviet Ministry of Power Industry and Electrification. These two ministries were
subordinate to different structures within the CouDdl of Ministries of the USSR. 1be State Committee
for Hydrometeorology and Enviroomental Cootrol, responsible for Radiation Monitoring, and the State
NuClear Inspeetioo of the USSR, responsible for nuc:lear safety, also acted in paralleL After 01crn0byl the
Ministry of Nuc:Jcar Power Industry was formed. SUbsequently the Ministry of Nuclear Power Industry was
dissolved and its functioos reassigned to the Ministry of Medium Mac:bine BuBding, wbicb tbeo became
the Ministry of Alomic Power and Industry, and now the Russian Ministry of.Atomic Energy.



SlavshYtYe.P. - MinistertMMMBt1957-1963.
- Chairman,State ProductionCommitteefor MMMBt1963-1965.
- MinistertMMMBt1965-1986. _

RyabevtLD. - MinistertMMMBt1986-1989.
KonovalovtV.F. - Ministert MAPI, from its creation in 1989t until he resign

followingthe coup in August 1991.
NikipelovtB.V. - actingMinisterMPTIIMAEtSeptember 1991-March1992
MikhailovtV.N. - MinistertMM March 1992-present

The organizational chart of MAE, modified from a mid-1990 chart of
MAP!, is given in Table 2. Victor N. Mikhailov was appointed the first
minister of Atomic Energy in early-March, 1~ shortly after MAE was
formed. Under Mikhailov, Vitally F. Konovalov (the former minister) is the
first deputy minister and there are seven deputies.52 Reporting directly to
Mikbailov are two department heads responsible for nuclear weapons related
activities: Boris V. Gorbets is responsible for nuclear weapons production; and
Georgi P. Tsyrkov is respoDSlblefor nuclear weapons research and develop-
ment (the nuclear weapons labs and the test site).

Nuclear Warhead Design Laboratories
As noted above, the principal center for atomic bomb research from

1943 to 1946 was Laboratory No. 2 (renamed LIPAN, then Kurchatov
Institute of Atomic Energy), in Moscow.53 Here the first Soviet nuclear
reactor, called F-1 ("Physics-I"), was constructed and began operating on
December 25, 1946.54 Beginning in 1946 design work on the atomic bomb
shifted to KB-ll, now called the All-Russian Scientific Research Institute of
Experimental Physics (Arzamas-16, discussed below). The F-l reactor and the
cyclotron at Laboratory No.2 continued to be used for physics experiments
related to fission and fusion weapons research. Since the early 19605,'research
at the Kurchatov Institute has been devoted primarily to civiliannuclear power

52 In mid-l990, wbcn KoDova1ov was miDister, the first deputy far nuclear materials and warbead
production was Boris v. NiIdpcIov, wbo is now an advisor to Mikbaik:N on fuel c:yde and nuclear waste
issues; and FUll Deputy MiDiItcr VICtor A. Sidercnto was rapoosible for cMJ nuclear aetiYitiea, includiDl
the deYeIopmeat of nuclear power plantL UDder N"lkipeIov,Mikbailov (now the miDister) was the deputy
minister responsible for the Dep8rtment of Defense Industry wbicb covers nuclear warbead reaean:b (the
deliJD laboratories), testin& aDd produc:tiDD. In November 1991, Sidorenko was identified 81 a
c:orrc:aponcIiDlmember of !be Soviet Academy of Scicoca and Deputy Cbairman of the State Nuclear
Inspectioo.

53 1bcre was DOLaboratory No. 1.

54 Coastruetion of F-l was CQlDpicted by BoriIICurcbatov, Ip's br'otber. As a prototype it produced
microgram quantities of p1utoaium. Before it bepo operatioo, CQDItI'Uetionof the 0JeIyabiDst-40
complc:x, the site of the first SCMct production reactors bad bepo; ••A.P. AJehaDdrov RccountI Soviet
DevelopmeDt of Atomic Bomb," InteMcw by ICimSmimov, matiJrr, July 23, 1988, P. 3. (tr8DSIated into
EnJIisb in JPRS-UMA-88-029, December 16, 1988, pp. SS~



and general nuclear theory. While nuclear weapons research has been shifted
to other facilities, some five percent of the 3000 employees at the Kurchatov
Institute are working on militaIy weapons.55 Upon his death ill: 1960,
Kurchatov was succeeded,as director of the institute by Academician Anatoliy
P. Aleksandrov. Thrice a Hero of the Soviet Union, Aleksandrov was also the
President of the Soviet Academy of Sciences until 1986. Aleksandrov was
succeeded as director of Kurchatov by Academician Evgeniy P. Velikhov.

In 1946, Laboratory No.3 (later to become the Thermo-technical
Laboratory, and subsequently the Institute for Theoretical Physics), headed by
Academician Abram I. AJikhanov,was working on the development of nuclear
reactors. In 1949, Alikhanov and his colleagues put into operation the first
heavy water reactor in the Soviet Union at Chelyabinsk-40 (now called
Chelyabinsk-65, see discussion below). Today research at the Institute of
Theoretical Physics is devoted to theoretical high energy physics.

All-Russian Scientific Research Institute of Experimental Physics (Anamas-
16, the "Installation," or "Khariton's Institute")

The All-Russian Scientific Research Institute of Experimental Physics
(VNIIEF), the older of two principal nuclear weapons design laboratories in
use today, was founded by government decree in 1946 as KB-ll [design
bureau 11], and apparently came into being in 1947. Initially it was known as
"Military Installation 'N,'" then as "Kremlev City," and prior to the dissolution
of the Soviet Union its formal name was the All-Union Scientific Research
Institute of Experimental Physics.56 Also called Arzamas-16, it is situated on
lands of the former Sorovskiy Hermitage (Sarov monastery), destroyed in
1927, at Sarova, in Nizhniy Novgorod Oblast at the Mordovian Republic
border, 60 km southwest of Arzamas.57 The closed city, which at one time
was temporarily named Kremlev has a population of 80,300.58 It is here that

SS "Brains for Sale" POZ1IQ1I WPROST, in Polish, March 8, 1992, pp. 38-39 (translated in Foreign BrotulctJst
InfonnDlion S6vice·SOY·92-054, March 19, 1992, p. 8).

56 MOlIOOW TeleradioltompaDiya 0staDkin0 Televi&ioo FIJ'It Program Ne:tWOI'k in Russian, April 23, 1992,
2000 GMT.

51 "Silent People Live Here." Kotnsomols1aIya PrrwdD, NOYCIDber25, 1990, P. 2. sarova is located at 54°
SS'N 43° 19'E; Arzamas at SSO 23'N 4~ SO'E. Aa:ordinB to Serge Sc:bmemaDD,New York 7'imes,
February 8, 1991, P. A4, "10 the 1920's the IDOD8SlCry was usccI to house war orpbaDs, and in the 1930's
it became a prison camp. 00 the eve of World War n, a detacluneot of the NlC. V.D .• predecessor to
the K.G.B. - ringed the wbole town with barbed wire, and it became known as Arzamas-16, a top.ICCret
research center tbat was DOt even sbawn on maps."

58 Akita Furumoto, Tokyo Yomiuri Shimbun, in Japanese, NDYeD1ber 17, 1991, Morning Edition, p. 1
(translated in Fomgn Broodcost InfDmUllion Se7'vice-SOY-91-225-A. NDYeD1ber 21, 1991, p.3.); in the
translation the town is misspelled "Kremryuv."



the first Soviet nuclear bomb was designed and assembled.59 In his Memoirs,
Sakharov referred to it as the "obyekt" (whichtranslates "installation"), as this
was the only word that could be used to refer to the facility for ~ty
reasons. It is also known informally as "Khariton's Institute," named after
Academician Yuliy B. Khariton, who has been the laboratory's scientific
director since its creation.60

There are about 25,000employees at the institute. In 1990, the institute
was reported to have two academicians, two corresponding members of the
academy, close to 50 doctors, 500 candidate Ph.D.s, and 250 winners of Lenin
and State prizes.61

The primary mission of Arzamas-16 is designingnuclear warheads. The
institute fabricates experimental and prototype warheads.62 Some factory
production probably took place at Arzamas-16 in the early years. Komsomol-
skaya Pravada descnbed the work of an "engineer-fitter" that worked in a
shop of about 30 people engaged in the final assembly of bomb and missile
warheads.63 He claimed to have assembled several thousand nuclear
warheads over a fourteen year period.64

In 1992 weapons-related work represented about 60 percent of the
total effort, with a planned decline to 50 percent by 1995, and further cuts
expected. At Arzamas-16 there is a 120 terawatt (12 channel) inertial
confinement fusion (1eF) laser installation called "Iskra-5" (Spark-5), and a
rapid impulse graphite reactor, called BIGR. Current nonmilitary research
includes safety and security of nuclear power plants, mathematical modeling,
participation in oil and gas exploration, high (10 megagauss) magnetic fields,
elimination of chemical munitions, chemical waste, and weapons plutonium by
means of underground "peaceful" nuclear explosions (PNEs), and develop-
ment of the uranium-233/thorium fuel cycle. The institute is interested in

59 "Silent Peoplc live Here," Komsomolslalya PrtwdtJ, NOI/CDlber 25, 1990, p. 2. See also, Moscow
Pravilelstvennyy Vestnik, No. 49, December 1990, p. 12

fG Kbaratoo was scicntific director wben satbarov arrived in March 1950; satbarov, Memoirs, p. 101.
Acadcmic:ian Kbariton was also a deputy director of the Kurcbatov IDstitute in the 19S05.

61 "The Cty tbat is Not on the Map," Pravilel'6tVGIIIyy Vestnik [Government HeraJd-tbc newspaper of
the Council of Ministers], No. 49, 1990, p. 12

Q Vic:tcr MitbaiIov, at the time Deputy Minister of MAP!, said tbat both Arzama5-16 aDd Cbc1yabialt-70
bad resean:b and pilot produe:ticD capa~ The Los Alamos and Livermore NatioDal Laboratories in
the U.s. have similar capabilities. Los A1amoI, in particular, bas the capability to produce on the order
of SO to 100 weapons per year. "Report of the Third IntematioDal WOIbbop on VerIfiecl Storap 8Dd
Dcstruetioo of Nudcar Warbcads," beJd in MOIICOWaDd Kiev, December 16-20, 1991, Natural Resouree::a
Defcnse Council, p. 13.

Q FIIin, "NucJcar Bomb Assembly TcdmoIogy. Ymdman Minayev Speaks."

64 Ibid.



pursuing nonmilitary research in these fields.
As is the case at other Russian weapons facilities the responsibility for

managing the institute is shared by the scientific director (or scientific:leader)
and the director, the latter serving as the administrator. As noted above
Khariton, whose 88th birthday was February 27, 1992, is still the scientific
director. The first deputy scientific director is Academician Yuri A Trutnev,
a theoretical physicist who in his early years at Arzamas-16 shared an office
with Andrei Sakharov. The laboratory's current (1990-1992) director is
Vladimir A Belugin6S.

All-Russian Scientific Research Institute of Technical Physics (Chelyabinsk-
70)

The second of the two existing principal nuclear weapons design
laboratories, the All-Russian (formerlyAll-Union) ScientificResearch Institute
of Technical Physics (VNIITF). Also called Che~abinsk-70, it located between
Lakes Sinara and Silach, just east of the Urals, 20 kIn north of Kasli and
about 80 kIn south of Yekaterinburg.66 Its creation in 1955 parallels that of
the Lawrence livermore National Laboratory (ll..NL) in the United States.

The institute started at Site 21;which is located on a peninsula between
Lake Sungul and Lake Silach - about midway between Snezhinsky, the closed
city which houses most of the Chelyabinsk-70 work force today, and Kasli to
the south. Site 21 was a sanitorium prior to World War II, and was converted
into a hospital during the war. After the war the site housed a 'Sharashka,' a
GUlAG administered scientific research facility staffed by camp inmates.
Timothy Kesovsky, a famous biophysicistwho had been at the Kaiser Wilhelm
Institute, and his colleagues removed from Germany immediately after the
war, conducted genetic experiments with radiation at this facility, which was
also called the Sungul Radiological Laboratory.67 In 1955, Site 21 was
selected to house the new weapons design institute, in part, because there
were already research and housing facilities present. Genetic research was
halted and about one-third of the scientist from Arzamas-16 move to Site 21
to establish the new institute. By 1958 the weapons design institute had
outgrown Site 21, and over the next decade work shifted to new facilities
constructed at Site 70, about 10 km to the north. In 1988, when the institute

6S "Silent People Live Here," Komsomols1alya PravdD, NOYeDlber 25, 1990, p. 2-

" The doled city of SnczbinK is located at S()O OS'N 60" 44'E on tbc aoutbcm edge of Late Sinara,
beadwatcrs of tbe Sinara River. Most of tbe institute facilities are scattered around the town, IDOIStIya few
tm to tbe south. A small Yillage is 10cated at S()O 04'N 6f1" 46'E.

67 Soviet President MikbaiI L KaIinin, stayaJ at 8 dacba at the site; A Kbot:b1ov, '~Emperor Bomb.
FIrSt Ever Rep:mage from a City Which Held Mankind's Future in its Handa," Moscow Komsomolskoya
Pravdt:l, June 26, 1991, pp. 1,4.



began conversion to non-weapons work, a computer assembly and repair
facility, called the Sungul Science Engineering Center, was created at Site
21.68 There is also a children's camp at Site 21 on the shore of Lake.:Sungul.

The closed town of Snezhinsk and most of the Chelyabinsk-70 facilities,
including Site 20 6 km to the west of town, are enclosed by a rectangular
fence about 6 km by 13.km that is visible in SPOT satellite images. The
institute employs 16,000people, of whom about 4000 are scientists, 3000 are
production engineers, and 7000 technicians. There are 46,300 people in
Snezhinsk,69 which was previously called Semidesyatka ("Seventies town").

The primary mission of Chelyabinsk-70 is designing nuclear warheads.
The institute fabricates experimental and prototype warheads, but has no
factory production capability. There are extensive facilities for conducting
chemical high explosive experiments (similar to Site 300 at the Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory in the D.S). The main test area is about 5 kin
to the northeast of Lake Itkul.70

Since 1988 Chelyabinsk-70 has been coIiverting its research to civilian
applications. In early-l992 roughly 50 percent of its research was military and
50 percent non-military, with further cuts on the military side expected.71 The
institute is pursuing nonmilitary commercial projects in fiber optic communica-
tions, nuclear medicine, and industrial diamond manufacture. About 10
percent of the institute personnel have been shifted to work on fiber optic
communications.

Kirill I. Shchelkin, who had been Kharaton deputy at Arzamas-16, was
the first scientific leader of Chelyabinsk-70 from 1955 until 1960.Academician
Evgeny I. Zababakhin was the scientific leader from 1960 until his death in
December 1984.He was succeeded by Academician Evgeniy N. Avrorin, who
has been at Chelyabinsk-70 since its beginning in 1955. Boris V. Litvinov is
currently the first deputy scientific leader and chief designer.

Dmitri Ch. Vasi1yevwas the first director of the institute from 1955
until his death in early-l96l. He was succeeded by Boris N. Ledenyov, from
1961-1963; who in turn was succeeded by Georgii P. Lominskiy, from 1963-
1986; followed by Vladimir Z. Nechai, who has been the director since 1986.
Vladislav L Nikitin is currently the deputy director.

• The Center aucmbles BOdrcp8irI pcrsonaI camputer for the lDstitute and other organizatioDs in the
region. It bas also Clp8Ddcd into software deYeIopmcoL

" Akira Furumoto, Tokyo Yomiuli Shimbun, in Japeoese, NO¥CIDbcr 17, 1991, Morning Edition, p. 1
(traDslated in Fomp Broodalst InfOf7fllllion SDvice-sDV-91-22S-A, November 21, 1991, p. 3).

'J8 The high e:xpIosiYe test area is in the region S(jO 11-12'N fH 3S·37'E.

7J Thomas L Friedman, "Ex-8oYiet Atom Scientists Ask Bater for West', Help," New York 7imes,
February IS, 1992, pp. 1,4.



Nuclear Warhead Production Facilities
The first Soviet atomic bomb was designed and assembled at Arzamas-

16, and tested on August 29, 1949, at the Semipalatinsk test site. AS noted
above Arzamas-16 was probably the principal warhead assembly site in the
early years.

Today there are two principal nuclear warhead assembly plants,
Sverdlovsk-45, and either Zlatoust 36, or Penza-19. Like the U.S. Pantex
facility, these plants also disassemble retired warheads. Sverdlovsk-45 (with its
closed city called Rusnoy with a population of 54,7(0) is at Nizhnyaya Tura,
on the eastern edge of the Urals, 200 km north of Yekatrinburg.72 Sverd-
lovsk-45 has been referred to as the "Elektrochimpnbor" Combine, which
translates Electrochemical Measurement Combine.73 It serves as one of the
larger weapon storage sites in the former Soviet Union. Zlatoust-36, with its
closed city of Torifugornuy (population 29,800), is no doubt close to the city
Zlatoust, which is in the Urals in Chelyabinsk Oblast, 110 km due west of
Chelyabinsk.74 Its proximity to both Chelyabinsftl.65and Chelyabinsk-70 make
Zlatoust-36 a more likely candidate than Penza-19 for the second assembly
plant. Assembly of ballistic missile reentry vehicles takes place at Zlatoust-36.
This may be the same site at Zlatoust where submarine-launched ballistic
missiles are assembled. Penza-19, with its closed city called Zarchinuy
(population 61,400) manufactures electronic warhead components, and may
also be the second assembly plant.7s Penza is a small city 550 km southeast
of Moscow and 220 km south of Sarova, where Arzamas-16 is 10cated.76

Two sources for the total capacity to assemble and disassemble
warheads at the two facilities give values that differ by a factor of two. One
source places the total capacity of the two facilities at about 8000 warheads
per year.77 In other words, this capacity could be used to assemble x

n Ibid. Nizbnyaya Tura is located at 58" 4O'N 59" 48'E.

73 "CPSU Central Control QxnmjMion Meets," Moscow Tass InlU1llllionol Service, October 10, 1990,
1837 GMT. "E1ektrochimpribor" sounds lite another name for the Urals' E1cctromccbanical Plant (or
EJcctrocbcmical Qxnbioc), but this enrichment facility is at SverdlOYSk-44,as opposed to SverdJovst-45.

74 Akira Furumoto, To/cyo Yomiuri Shimbun, in Japanese, November 17, 1991, Morning Edition, p. 1
(translated in Fomp BrotIdcast InfomuJtion Service-SOV-91-225-A, Novcmbcr 21, 1991, p.3.). The city
of ZIatoust is located at 55" 10'N 59" 4O'E.

75 The electric:al (and e1ectroDic) components of U.S. warheads arc manufactured at the ICansas City PlanL

" The city of Penza is located at 530 11'N 45" OO'E.

77 "Rcpon of tbc Fourth Intcrnatiooal Workshop on Nuclear Warhead Elimination and Nonproliferation,"
held in Wasbington,D.c., February '}f,.Z7, 1992, Federation of Americ:an Sciciltists and the Natural
Rcsourcc:s Defense Council.



warheads and disassemble (8QO()..x)warheads per year." Of the total some
3000 to 4000 units per year are said to be available for disassembly of the
warheads to be retired under the Gorbachev and Yeltsin arms 5Qntrol
initiatives of 1991 and 1992. The second source places the total capacity at
"slightly more than the U.S. Pantex plant." Pantex has 13 assembly cells
("gravel gerties") and can assemble (or disassemble) 1500 warheads per year
when operating one shift per day. H thePantex plant were operated three
shifts per day it could handled close to 4500 warheads per year.

There are other industrial plants and institutes under the authority of
MAE that manufacture nuclear warhead components and equipment used in
the production of nuclear weapon material and which serve as research
institutes. The Impulse Technique R&D Institute on the outskirts of Moscow
is responsible for the development of the diagnostic equipment used in nuclear
weapons testing. The All-Russian (formerly All-Union) Automatics Research
Institute is a MAE institute that manufactures commercial pulsed neutron
generators and portable X-ray devices. It probably makes the neutron
generators for nuclear warheads. The AA Bochvar All-Russian Scientific
Research Institute of Inorganic Materials, founded in 1945 in Moscow,
conducts research in several areas, including chemical separation and nuclear
waste management processes and technologies. Numerous other MAE
institutes involved in research, development, and manufacture of reactor and
fuel cycle technologies and processes, electronic and other instruments, and
machine tools are identified in the 1991 MAPI brochure descnbing its
capabilities (see Table 2).
Nuclear Weapon Materials Production

According to one Russian estimate, Russia has produced 130 :t 15 MT
of weapon-grade plutonium. Another Russian source estimates that Russia
(and formerly the Soviet Union) has about 100 metric tons (MT) of weapon-
grade plutonium, 30 kilograms (kg) of tritium, and about SOO MT of highly
enriched uranium in nuclear weapons,79 with the amount of inventory of
these materials available for, but not in, weapons a small fraction of the total.

The Soviet Union followed a pattern of nuclear weapons materials
production similar to that of the United States. Each began with construction

71 AI the u.s. Pante:r plant, the time, manpower, and facility space required to usemble a Duc:Icar
warbead is about the same as that required for diyuembly. 1bc IituatJoo is pt'C&UIDCdto be the same in
Russia.

'l9 .According to Academician Yuri Trutaev, disc"_DB aD Arzamas-16 proposal to destroy plulClDium pits
with uDdcrgrouod nuc:lcar exploIiYcs, there arc about 62 NT of p1ulODium in 20,000 pits. this implies 3.1
kg per warbcad, or about 100 NT of plulClDium in the 33,000 warheads stoctpi1e. "Report of tile Third
IntcmalioDal Wortsbop 011 Verified Storage aDd Dcstruetioo of Nuclear WIItbeads." bcId in Moscow aDd
Kiev, December 16-20, 1991, Natural RCSOW'CICS DefeDse CouDciI, p. 22.



of natural-uranium-fueled, graphite-moderated thermal reactors for plutonium
production and development of gaseous diffusion technology for the
enrichment of uranium. Today, Russia relies on graphite react9rs for
plutonium and tritium production, and primarily on gas centrifuge technology
for uranium enrichment.

The Soviet government announced in October 1989 that "this year it
is ceasing the production of highly enriched uranium," and that they had
adopted a program to close down all plutonium-producing reactors by the year
2000, three by 1996 and the last three by 2000.10This policy was affirmed by
President Boris N. Yeltsin, who said in his January 29, 1992 disarmament
address, "Russia intends to proceed with the program for the cut-off of
weapon-grade plutonium production. Reactors for weapon-grade plutonium
production are to be shut down by the year 2000, and some of them even as
early as in 1993. We confirm our proposal to reach agreement with the USA
concerning the cut-off of fissionable materials production for weapons."

As of the beginning of 1992, six of 14 'production reactors remained
operational. Three of these are scheduled to be shut down in the last half of
1992, leaving three operational. These last three are dual purpose reactors
producing heat and/or electricity. The year 2000production cut-off apparently
was chosen as the date by which a new power plant could brought on line to
replace the dual purpose reactor at Krasnoyarsk-26, the last production
reactor to be shut down. A MAPI official stated in 1989, that the Soviets
would have a continuing requirement for "two to three tritium production
reactors. "81 With commitments by Presidents Gorbachev and Yeltsin to retire
15,000to 20,000warheads over the next decade, requirements for new tritium
production could be postponed for more than a decade, and at most only a
single small reactor would be needed.

Several tens of tons of weapon-grade plutonium (perhaps as much as
60 MT) and several hundreds of tons of HEU (perhaps as much as 300 MT)
will be removed from warheads committed to be eliminated by Presidents

• V.F. PetroYSky,Deputy bead of the USSR Dcleption to the 44th UN General Assembly, in "Statement
On the Item Entitled 'Report of the Intematiooal Atomic Eocr&YAgency,"' October 25, 1989. This iDitial
schedule for retirement of the production reactors may baYc been driven , in part, by the need for fresh
plutonium. When ra:yding plutooium recoYCI'Cdfrom retired warbeads for reuse in new warbcads, the
Russian program does not chemically f'CIDOYC the americium-241, a CODtamioaDt that IIolIVly builds up as
a result of the radioactiYe decay of the plutooium-241 impurity in the weapon-Jl'8de plutonium. Instead
the recyded plutonium is bJeoded with fresbly produced p1utoDium to meet impurity specifications.lD the
U.s. weapons program the plutonium rcc:oYered from retired warheads used to be ICDt to the Rocky flats
plant, where a pyrocbemical process was used to remove the americ:ium-241. The Rocky Flats plant is now
cloIed.

11 Statement by Evgeny Mikerin to members of an American deleption at Cbelyabinst-40, July 7-8, 1989;
Cbristopber Paine, "Military Reactors Go 011 Show to American VISitors," New ScienlUt, July 22, 1989,
p.22.



Gorbachev and Yeltsin. Current government policy is to store all the fissile
material from dismantled warheads for at least a decade, most likely at
Tomsk-7. How Russia will ultimately dispose of the plutonium ma~-not be
decided for several years. Senior MAE officials want to complete the
construction of the mixed-oxide (MOX) fuel plant at Chelyabinsk-65, and use
the plutonium as MOX fuel in civil reaetors.&2In this case the plutonium fuel
would be used in 16 VVER-lOOOlight water reactors at a concentration of 0.3
MT per reactor, with an annual consumption of seven MT for all 16 reactors.
Experts from Arzamas-16 propose that the plutonium pits be destroyed by
underground PNEs.83 Experts from Chelyabinsk-70 propose to store the
plutonium indefinitely, or at least until its final disposition is decided.

There is general agreement that the HEU ultimately should be diluted
with natural of depleted uranium and used to fuel power reactors, but its use
in this manner may be delayed until 2010-2015.Senior ministry officialswould
prefer to store the HEU, and continue to supply power reactor fuel by
continuing to enrich natural uranium (or deple~ed tails). Russia has a surplus
of enrichment capacity. The Ministry wants to maintain the work force at the
enrichment plants.

As noted above and in Table 2, MAE (formerly the Ministry of
Atomic Power and Industry (MAPI), and before that the Ministry of Medium
Machine Building) is responsible for all nuclear materials production, ie., the
fuel cycle, for both military and civil purposes.

Plutonium and 'liitium Production Sites
Plutonium production for weapons in Russia has taken place at three

locations: Chelyabinsk-65 (previously Chelyabinsk-40, and for many years
known in the West as the "Kyshtym Complex"), near Kyshtym in Chelyabinsk
Oblast; at the Siberian Atomic Power Station, located at the Siberian
Chemical Combine (Tomsk-7) on the Tom River 15 km northwest of Tomsk;
and at The Mining and Chemical Combine (Krasnoyarsk-26) on the Yenisey
River, 10 km north of Dodonovo, and 64 km northeast of Krasnoyarsk in
Siberia. Prior to 1987, there were as many as fourteen production reactors at
these three sites - six at Chelyabinsk-65, five at Tomsk-7, and three at

IZ MOX fuel is a blend of p1utoaium oxide (Pu~ and uraoium 0Iide (UOv-

a Aa:ordiDg to Arzamas..16 CIpCltS, as a rule of thumb, cadi Jd1otoDof nuclear expIoIi¥e yield c:ouId
produce about 1000 MT of "melted subltaacc. ••Thus, a 100 kiloton CIpIoIioDwould melt 100,000 MT
of plutonium and met. H 62 MT of plutonium from 20,000 warbead pita were eJirniDatedin this manoer
tbc resulting plutonium would be UDiformIy distributed Invitrified rock at a c:onceDtr8tioDof 6dO-C grams
of plutonium in each gram of vitrified met.



Krasnoyarsk-26.84 This total excludes a small reactor currently operating at
Chelyabinsk-65 for the production of special isotopes, e.g. Pu-238. At
Chelyabinsk-65 a heavy water reactor, which we have counted as on~ of the
production reactors, was shut down about a decade ago, and between 1987
and December 31, 1990,the five graphite production reactors were shut down.
At Tomsk-7 two of the five graphite reactors were also shut down between
1987-1991, and one additional reactor will be shut down in the last half of
1992.At Krasnoyarsk-26 two of the three reactors will be shut down in the last
half of 1992.Thus, there were sixproduction reactors operating at the end of
1991, and by the end of 1992, only three will be operating - two graphite
reactors at Tomsk-7 and one at Krasnoyarsk-26.

No tritium production takes place ar Krasnoyarsk-26. It is assumed that
there are tritium separation facilities at the Chelyabinsk-65 and Tomsk-7 sites.

Mayak Chemical Combine (Chelyabinsk-65.formerly Chelyabinsk-40. C1Kysluym
Complex")'

A closed city until 1989, Chelyabinsk-65 is not on maps of the former
Soviet Union. Prior to about 1990, it was called Chelyabinsk-40. It is about 15
k:m east of the city of Kyshtym on the east side of the southern Urals in
Chelyabinsk Oblast.&SIt is located in the area around Lake Kyzyltash, in the
upper Techa River drainage basin among numerous other lakes with intercon-
necting watercourses. Chelyabinsk-65 is run by the production association
Mayak'" (translated "Lighthouse" or "Beacon"), and the defense enterprise
is referred to as the Mayak Chemical Combine. Between Lake Kyzyltash and
Lake Irtyash, about 10 km from the reactor area, is Ozhorsk, the military-
industrial city built to house the Chelyabinsk-6S work force, and whose
population is 83,500.17 Once the city bore the name of Beria. Today, local
inhabitants call it Sorokovka ("Forties Town")."

Probably fashioned after the U.S. Hanford Reservation, Chelyabinsk-65
was the Soviet Union's first plutonium production complex. Construction was
started on the first buildings of the new city in November 1945 and in June

&I The u.s. too bad 14 produetioo reactors, Dine at the Hanford RcaervatioD in WasbiDgtoo and five at
the Savanoab Rftocr Plant in South CaroIiDa. During 1964, an 14 were operating at once. Eigbt were shut
down in the mid- to 1ate-196O&.

IS CbelyabiDst-6S is located at SS" 44'N 060" S4'E, Dear the citiea of Ky:sbtym (popu1atioD about 40,000)
and KasIi (population about 20,(00), and about 70 tm DMb of Cbelyabinst (population 1.1 millioD), the
capital of Cbelyabinst ObJast wbic:h COYeI'S 88,000 tm2, an area about the size of IDdiana.

86 Ann MaclJlC:blao, Nudeonia Week, July 26, 1990, p. 12

tr7 Akira Furumoto, Tokyo Yomiuri Shimbun, in Japanese, November 17, 1991, Morning Edition, p. 1
(translated in Foreign Broadcast InfomJDJion Service-SOV·91-225-A. Now:mber 21, 1991, p. 3).

• B.V. Nikipelov and Ye.G. Drozbko, "An &pIosiOD in the Southern Urals," PrirodtJ, May 1990, p. 48.



1948 the first production reactor was brought on line.89 To construct the
complex reportedly some 70,000 inmates of 12 labor camps were used.90 At
least in the 19505,the complex covered a restricted area approximatel¥ 60 Ian
north-south and 45 km east-west.91 Today the site occupies an area on the
order of 200 km2.92The industrial area bordering the southeast shore of Lake
Kyzyltash, where the reactors and chemical separation plant are located, is
about 90 square kilometers (km2).93In 1989, an American delegation was
told that there were some 10,000employees and 40,000 dependents at Chelya-
binsk-65.

It was at this site that Kurchatov, working under Beria, buDt the Soviet
Union's first plutonium production reactor}~·Fursov, who with Kurchatov
had designed the F-1 pile at Laboratory No. 2, oversaw Che~binsk-65 as
Kurchatov's main representative.9S Academician Khlopin was the first
scientific director of Chelyabinsk-40. KhIopin and workers from the Radium
Institute cOmpleted the first chemical plant for the separation of plutonium
from irradiated uranium. Boris A Nikitin WIl$, the engineer responsible for
developing the technology for extracting the plutonium from the uranium and
fission produets.96 A Bochvar was responsible for processing. the plutonium

lIP Colonel 1.. Ncchayuk, "In the City Without a Name,"KnuMya ZvezdD, OCtober 19, 1990, First Edition
(traoslated into Englisb). AcardlDg to pJSterS on the waIJ in the A-Reactor building, the dcvclopmcDt
stages before stanup iDc:ludC:¢from 1943 • scientific research carried out; OCtober 1945 • sovemmcot
commission iDspc'-CledtheCODStrUetionlite; November 1945 - FOIogicaI prospec:ting began; February 1946
• design completed; April 1946 - governmeDt dcc:rec on bcgiDDiDsof coostruetioD issued. The coastruetioa
area was assimilated August 4, 1946 and the first 40 specialisls arrived OIl October 9, 1946.

90 Diane M. Soran and DanDy B. Stillman, "An Analysis of the AUcged Kysbtym Disaster," Los AJamos
Natiooa1 Laboratory (LANL), LA·9217·MS, January 1982 The city of Kysbl)'m is located OIl the railroad
linking the industrial cities of CbcJyabiDst and Yetaterinburg. The area bas a long bistory of munitioos
productioo, dating bact to the time of the tsars.

t1 G.F. WIIsoo. CIA, enclosure 14 attached to November 11, 1977 rePJy to POIA request by Richard B.
Pollock for information reJatiDg to a nudear disaster alleged to bave occurred in the Ural MouDtaiDs in
the ScNiet Unioo in 1958.

9Z V.N. Cbytanov, Y.G. Drazbko, AP. Kuligin, GA Mesyats, AN. Penyagin, AV. Trapezoikav, and
BoIbuev, "EcoIogica1 Cooditioos fOr the Creation of Atomic WeapODSat the Atomic Industrial Campa
Near the City of K)'Ibtym," •• per presented at the Cooferencc OIl the Eoviroomental OJoscquences of
Nuclear WeapODS Development, University of C8Iifomia, 1r\Iine, April 11-14, 1991.

IS B.V. NitipeloY, AS. NiIdforov, O.L. KcdnMty, M.V. Strakbov, and E.G. Drozbto, .~
RebabilitatiOD of Territories CootamiDated as a Result of ImpIementatioo of Nudcar Material Productioo
Defence Programmes, " (UDdated Englisb traDIIatioD c:a. 1990; DOt Jmown wbetber it bas been publisbcd).

,. "SpcciaJ Purpose Facility: Report from a Nuclear Fuel Reprocessing and Storage Factory," J+avdD,
Man:b 4,1989.

IS Steven J. Z8Iop, "'Ibe Soviet Nudear Bomb Programme - The First Decade," JIIM's Soviet
Inle1ligmce Review, April 1991, p. 178.

"Ibid.



and fabricating the two sub-critical fissile masses for the bomb.97

From 1948 until November 1, 1990, the combine produced plutonium
for nuclear weapons. Chelyabinsk-65 now produces special isotopes and
reprocesses naval and civil power reactor fuel for plutonium and uranium
recovery. The combine also produces special (read "military") instruments.98

No longer producing weapon-grade plutonium, the complex in recent years
has begun to produce a variety of equipment for civilian use.99

The known facilities at Chelyabinsk-65 are listed in Table 3. At
Chelyabinsk-65 there are five graphite-moderated water-cooled production
reactors and a heavy water-moderated reactor (all of which have now been
shut down). The five graphite-moderated production reactors had a reported
total capacity of 6000 megawatts thermal (MWJ.lOO The size of the heavy
water reactor is not known. Mayak has advertized its capability to produce
isotopes for special applications, e.g. plutonium-238 for thermo-electric power
sources. Apparently, as evidenced from lANDSAT images of continued
thermal discharges into Lake Kyzyltash, there is:a small operating reactor used
for this purpose. There is also a 500 metric ton of heavy metal per year
(MTHM/y) chemical separation plant, called RT-1, which was formerly used
to recover plutonium for weapons, but is now used to reprocess civil reactor
(VVER) fuel; and a MOX fuel fabrication plant whose construction is
suspended after being 65-70 percent completed. lOt A separate chemical
separation facility is apparently used for special isotope production. The South
Urals Project is the site for three BN-BOOliquid metal fast breeder reactors
(LMFBRs). Foundation construction on the first two reactors was suspended
in the 1987. Whether construction of even one of the reactors is resumed
seems doubtful. There are also some 60 tanks of high-level radioactive waste,
a pilot vitrification plant and various other production related facilities. The
history and status of these facilities is discussed separately below.

Boris V. Brokhovich, an electrical engineer, was among the first 300
arrivals at the site in 1946.He became director of Chelyabinsk-65 in 1971, and
was serving in that capacity at the time of the first American visit in July 7-8,
1989.102 Viktor Dich Fetisov was the director of the Mayak Production

V7Ibid.
• ColoDeIl- Nec:bayuk, "ID tile aty Without a Name,"Krr.uIIa}IrJ Zwzda, Oc:tobcr 19, 1990, Fnt Editioo
(Tnmslatcd in FBIS..sOV-90-'JJ18, October 26, 1990, p. S6).

9t"CoDYasioD at CbclyabiDsk Plant Vacwed," Yn!mya newscast, January 1:1, 1991, 1530 GMT, in Russian
(Tnmslalcd in Foreign Broadcast InfOl7Nllion Se1via-SOV-91-029, February 12, 1991, p. 58.)

100 Nucleonia Wild; July 26, 1990, p. 12-

101 Mbted-oxidc (MOX) fuel is a blend of plutonium oxide (Pu0i) and uranium oxide (UO:z).

102 BrotboYicb, a Hero of Socialist Labor, was awarded the State Prize in 1954, the LeDin Prize in 1960.



Association in 1990; Aleksandr I. Pishchepov was the deputy director for
procedures. 103

Graphite Reactors: The five water-cooled graphite-moderated
production reactors, all now decommissioned, are located in separate buildings
in two separate production areas. The A-Reactor, IR-Reactor and the AV-3
Reactor are located in the a complex of buildings called Plant 156. The AV-2
and AV-3 Reactors are located in a separate area of the complex.

A-Reactor: The first reactor, "At>reactor, was graphite-moderated with
1,168channels. It was originally designed to operate at 100megawatts thermal
(MwJ, but was later upgraded to 500 Mwr

llM Called "Anotchka" ("little
Anna" in English), A-Reactor was designed by Nikolai Dollezhal, and
constructed in only 18 months.1M It is located in Building 1 in the Plant 156
area. A-Reactor was loaded with all the uranium then available in the countIy,
and began operation on June 19, 1948. It was shut down 39 years later in
1987. Its plutonium was used to fabricate a ball almost 10 em in diameter
which was used in the first Soviet atomic bomb tested August 29, 1949.1116

It used aluminum-elad natural uranium fuel in vertical fuel tubes and
gravity fuel discharge. The core diameter was 9.4 meters (m) and height was
9.2 m. The top of the reactor was 9.3 m below grade. The core was located
within a concrete well with walls 3 m thick. Outside the walls were large tanks
of water.

A confinement system was used to control radioactive releases in the
event of an accident. Accidental fission product releases were vented into a
100 cubic meter (m3) tank. Gas and Particulates would enter from one side
and travel through a "labyrinth,t>gas holdup allowing short-lived activity to
decay. Filters made from special textiles were designed to capture cesium and

1G3 Colonel L Necbayut, "In the oty Without 8 Name,"A'Imnt.rya ZvezdtJ, October 19, 1990, First Edition,
p. 2 (TraosIatcd In FBIS-SOV -90-208, October 26, 1990, p. 56).

104 "Kysbtym and Soviet Nuclear Materials Produclion," Scimce I11Id Global Security, Vol. 1, NO&.1-2
(1989), p. 171 [8 fact sbect oontaining tedmical information c:oIIectedduring 8 visit to Clclyabinsk-40 by
an NRDQ'Sovict Academy of Sciences delegation July 7-8, 1989]. By c:omparisoa, the firIt U.s. plutonium
production reactor, B-Reactor at Hanford, bas 2,004 cbaoDeIs; an origiDaI design power 1eYe1of2S0Mwp
and was C\leDtuaUyupgraded to 2090 MWr
1GIS A1 tile begiDDiD&of 1946, Xun:batov iD¥itcd NitDiai DoI1ezba1' to participate as c:bief dcsipcr of tile
first "industria!" reactor (as it is kDown in Soviet literature) for tile producticD of plutaoium. Fer his
lXlDtributioo, DoI1CzbaJ' was made 8 Hero of SociaJist Labor and rec:eiwd 8 Stalin Prize. In 1953
Aaldcmiciao Do1IczbaI' bec:amc director of the Scientific Rcseard1 and Desip Institute of Power
Tcc:booIogy (NIICIET) in MOSCOW; Julian Cooper, lecturer in Soviet teeImoIogy and industry, UDiversity
of Birmingbam, July 10, 1986 Iettcr to Thomas B. Cocbran.

106lntcMew of Igor Golovin by Lc:oDard Nikisbin, '"1bey AwakcDcd tbe Gcuic," M06COW News, October
15-22,1989, p.l; see also, Abraham Pais, "Stalin, Fucbs, and the Soviet Bomb," Physics Today, "'Letters,"
August 1990, pp. 13 and 15.



strontium isotopes. For iodine-131 there were absorber columns of activated
carbon.

All of the production reactors are located near the southeast stiore of
Lake Kyzyltash and rely on open cycle cooling with water from the lake
pumped directly through the core. The average temperature of the discharged
water from A-Reactor was 7£r C; and a high of 80-850 C. A thermal plume
from reactor discharges into Lake Kyzyltash is clearly visible in LANDSAT
images.

The A-Reactor is being dismantled in three stages. The first stage was
shutdown and fuel unloading. The second stage, in progress, will take up to
five years and involves dismantling of the control and operating system and
filling the empty spaces with concrete. During the third stage, which will last
20 to 2S years, there will be no activity, after which a decision will be made
to bury the reactor on site or remove it.

IR-Reactor: Housed in Building 701, a separate building adjacent to the
A-Reactor, is a small 65 MWtdual-purpose graphite-moderated reactor with
248 channels, used for plutonium production and (1) fuel rod research,
(including strengthening fuel elements for the A-Reactor, permitting an
increase in its power level to 500 MwJ, and (2) testing the fuel assemblies for
the RBMK power reactors. The IR-Reactor was the third production reactor
(the second graphite-moderated reactor) constructed at Chelyabinsk-65.
Construction began on August 18, 1950,and the plant was brought on line 16
months later, on December 22, 1951. After 35 years of operation it was shut
down on May 24, 1987, in the same year as the A-Reactor.

AV-l Reactor: There are three large reactors, AV-1, AV-2 and AV-3,
that appear to be of similar, if not the same design. Each has 2001 channels.
Characteristics of the AV-2, the only one of the three which has been
descn"bed in the open literature, are given below. The AV-1 was decommis-
sioned on August 12, 1989.

AV-2 Reactor: A sign on the wall at the entrance to the AV-2 reactor
descnbes it as the "Second series-produced energy installation in the USSR
brought on line April 1951, Shut down July [14,] 1990."107This graphite
reactor has the shape of a vertical cylinder. The 2001 channels, each 60
mj])jmeters (mm) in diameter and evenlyspaced 200 mm apart, make the AV-
2 larger than the A-Reactor, and comparable in size to the C-Reactor at the
Hanford Reservation in the United States which had an initial power level of
650 MWt and was upgraded to 2310 Mw•. The core sits below grade in a
concrete cylinder 11.8m in diameter and 7.6 m high with equipment reaching
a depth of 53.3 m into the ground. To provide radiological shielding "the

107COlonel L Nccbayuk, "In the Oty Without a Namc,"KrtmJaya Zvmltl, October 19, 1990, FIlSt EditioD,
p. 2 (Tnmslated in nJIS-SOV-90-208, October 26, 1990, p.56).



active zone and its sides were protected by three layers: water and sand, each
to a thickness of 1.5 m, and a 2 m thick concrete wall. Above there was a
layer of sand and bathite ore (batitovaya ruda) 1.5 m thick and thetra 3 m
thick layer of concrete, and finally a pool of water 1.5 m deep."ulI Above the
core is a huge central hall with the reactor building equivalent in height to a
ten story apartment. Prior to shut down the size of the AV-2 reactor staff was
about 140 people, divided among five shifts per day with 28 people per
hift 109S •

AV-3 Reactor: Housed in Building 501 in the same reactor complex
(Plant 156) as the A- and IR.-Reactors is the fifth graphite-moderated reactor
at Chelyabinsk-40.Construction of the AV-3 took place between January 1951
and September 1952. It was brought on line on September 15, 1952, and was
decommissioned November 1, 1990, the last of the five to be decommis-
sioned.110

Heal')' Water Reactor: The second reactor at Chelyabinsk-40 was heavy
water moderated. It was designed by Academician Abram Alikbanov. Shortly
after it began operation (between late-1948 and late-1951), the heavy water
in the two heat exchangers froze. Yefrim P. Slavskiy, then complex chief
engineer and later Minister of Medium Machine Building, claims he had to
enter the radiation area and place his hand on one of the heat exchangers to
convince the designers that the heavy water had frozen.lll Whether this
reactor was used for isotope production (including tritium), prior to its
shutdown about a decade ago (circa 1980), is not known.

There is a small reactor currently in use for special isotope production,
e.g. production of Pu-238. Although its type is not known, it is presumed to
be a heavy water reactor.

Chemical Separation Facilities: Chemical separation (radiochemical,
or reprocessing) plants are used to. chemically separate the plutonium and
uranium from the highly radioactive fission products contained in the
irradiated reactor fuel elements. There have been at least two such plants at
Chelyabinsk-65. The first chemical separation plant went into operation in
December 1948, six months after the startup of the A-Reactor, and is now

101 Ibid

119 Ibid.

118 Yevgcoiy lbcheoto, "Southern Urals P1utooium Plant I)eoorj,mjgjnned," Moscow Ttw, in EasJisb
1710 GMT, Nmember I, 1990 (reproduced in n1IS-SOV-90-213, November 2, 1990, p. 70).

111 "Annals of the Fatberlaocl: A Reactor for Submarines," Discussioo rcc:aded by CaptaiD 1st Rank S.
Bystrov, Kro.moya ZvadD, October 21,1989, lit Ectitioa, p. 3.



apparently shut down.1l2 The initial chemical separation technology used at
Chelyabinsk-65 was based on a precipitation processes developed at Radium
Institute (Leningrad) under the guidance of Academician V.G. IQUopin.
During the 40 year period of radiochemical plant operation the chemical
separation and waste management technologies have changed substantially
several times.113

The initial technology was based on slightly soluble sodium uranyl
acetate (NaUO~CH3COO)3) precipitation from nitric acid solutions of
irradiated uranium. Plutonium, when in the six valence state in the form of
sodium plutonyl acetate, coprecipitates isomorphically with NaU02(CH3-
COO)3' or it remains in the solution when it is reduced to plutonium (4) or
plutonium (3). In the first case the uranium and plutonium is separated from
the fission products and in the second case the two are separated from each
other. The resulting high level waste had a sodium nitrate concentration
exceeding 100 grams per liter (gIl) and sodium acetate concentration of 60-80
gIl~ .

In order to concentrate the high level waste and recover and reuse the
acetic acid and sodium nitrate, the Physical Chemistry Institute of the Soviet
Academy of Sciences, under the guidance of Academician V.I. Spitzin,
developed a precipitation-crystallization-sorption technology. This waste
processing technology may have been put into use about 1953, when the
intermediate waste storage facilitywas placed into operation. It was impossible
to achieve high concentration of the waste due to its high salinity. Moreover,
the solutions contained a large quantity of deficient reagent - sodium acetate.
Consequently, radionuclides were concentrated by coprecipitation with low
soluble compounds including iron and chromium hydroxides, iron and nickel
sulfides, and nickel ferrocyanide. The fission products, in the form of a
suspension, were concentrated into a volume apProximately 100 times smaller
than the initial solution and were retained for long-term storage. The clarified
solution after acidification by nitric acid was concentrated by evaporation.
Simultaneously, acetic acid was distilled and caught in a plate column, sprayed
with alkali. From distillation residue containing 1100-1150 g/l of sodium
nitrate, its crystallization and even recrystallization were realized 115

112 Boris V. Nitipclov, Andri F. LizIoy, and NIDa A Ko&bUl'Ilikova, ''&pcricncc with the first Soviet
Nuclear Installation," PrirodJJ, Februaly 1990 (EngIisb transIatioD by AlemrJder Sblyatbter), p. 1.

113 E.G. Drozbko, av. N'IkipeIoY, AS. Nildforov, AP. SUIIov, and A.F. Tsarenko, "ExperieDce in
Radioacthle Waste Management at the Soviet Radioc:bcmicaI Plant and the Main Appro8Cbea to Waste
Reliable Coo1iDcment Development," Ministry of Nuclear Power Eogineering and Industry, (undated
English translation ca. 1990).



RT-l RIliliochemical Plant: The combine's currently operating chemical
separation plant (designated RT-1) started processing spent fuel from the
production reactors in 1956. In 1976 it was modified to process spent fuel
from naval propulsion reactors, and in 1977, shifted from processing military
production reactor fuel, to processing spent fuel from naval (both submarine
and civil icebreaker) reactors (which apparently occurred first), test reactors,
and 210 MWeand 440 MWelight-water moderated and cooled power reactors
(VVER-210s and VVER-440s).116It is the only facility for power and naval
reactor fuel reprocessing. The RT-l reprocessing plant capacity is 500
MTHMIy, or 300-900 fuel assemblies/y, comparable to the UP-400 plant
operated by Cogema at La hague in France.117In 1989 it was reported that
over the plants lO-year "civilian" lifetime, throughput bas averaged 200
MTHMIy.l1' In 1992ministry officials said, "Currently, it reprocesses 200-250
tones/year. "119

The RT-l reprocessing technology is based on the continuous
multistage process of extraction by tnbutilph~phate. It currently provides
recovery of 99 percent of the uranium and plutonium, and 8S percent of the
neptunium. From one MT of spent fuel with a burnup of 28,000 Mwd/MT
(corresponding to a reduction in the uranium enrichment from 3.6 to 1.4
percent) one extraets:l31

- about one MT of uranium
- 8 kg of plutonium (as PuO:J
- 460-480 g of neptunium (as concentrated acid).

1M amstopbcr PaiDe, "Military Reactors Go OIl Show to Americ:aD VISitors," New scimtUt, July 22, 1989,
p. 22; Oleg ButbariD, "SoYict rqJI'DCCSIiDgand Wlllte-maD8gcmenl strategies," DRAFT, November S,
1991. Produetioo n:ac:tor fuel is uranium metal Because VVER fuel, and preaumably oavaJ fuel, is in the
form of uranium 0Iide pclJcts in zircoDium aJJoy (or staiDlcss steel) fuel rods, a second "beadoCDd" WIll
added to the plant to cbop the rods and dissohe the UOz fuel.

117 Oleg ButbariD, DOteStatcn at mectiDg with Evgeny Miterin, Frank \lOll HippcI, and others, Moscow,
May 28, 1992. "Soviet Union PoatpoocI CompletiOD of SibcriaD Reproc:eaiDs Plant," Nudear Fuel,
OCtober 16, 1989, pp. 1-2, reportS RT-l capacity as 400 ~. OJcg ButbariD, "Soviet repux:eUinl
and waste-maDagemeDt strategies, "DRAFT, N<MDbcr S, 1991, reports the capacity as 600 MTHMIy, or
300-900 fuel asscmbliesly.

liS "SoYict UDion PC6tpOOC&Completion of SibcriaD RcprocelIlIinJ Plant, " Hue•. Fud, OCtober 16, 1989,
pp. 1-2

119 OIeg ButbariD, notes t8keD at meeting with Evgeny Mitcrin, Frank \lOll HippcJ, and otbcrs, Moscow,
May 28, 1992.

1210 Oleg BukbariD, "Soviet rcproc:asing and waste-maD8aemeot strategies, "DRAFT, N<MDber S, 1991.



Americium and curium are not extracted at present and remain with the
fission products.l21

Following the modification of RT-1 to process civil fuel in 19-'76,the
irradiated fuel elements from the production reactors at Chelyabinsk-65 were
shipped by rail to Tomsk-7 for processing (see discussion under "Tomsk-7"
below).

According to Evgeniy Mikerin, the Soviet stockpile of plutonium
recovered from civil reactors was originally destined for the cores of the
Ministry's ambitious breeder reactor program, and in 1989 amounted to
"around 20 tons."l22 By the end of 1991 the stockpile of segarated civil
plutonium at Chelyabinsk-65 was reported to be about 2S MT.1

MOX Fabrication Plant: Construction of a MOX fuel fabrication plant
has been suspended after being 65-70 percent completed. It was designed to
produce three cores of for the BN-BOOreactors that were to have been built
at Chelyabinsk-65 (see South Urals Project below) - about 10 Mf of
plutonium annually. While there is a research"and development program in
Russia on use of MOX fuel in VVERs, there are currently no production lines
for fabricatingMOX fuel for VVERs at this plant.

South Urals Project: Construction of the South Urals Nuclear Power
Station, which originallywas intended to consist of three 800 MWeliquid metal
fast breeder reactors, was begun in 1984by the Ministry of Medium Machine
Building.l24 Only the concrete footings for the first two reactors were put in
place before construction was suspended in 1987.125 The third reactor did
not advance beyond the planning stage.

The reactor complex is clearly shown in French SPOT (Satellite Pour
l'Observation de la Terre) satellite photographs of the Kyshtym area taken in
1987 (See Figure 1 and Nuclear Weapons Databook, Vol. IV; Soviet Nuclear
Weapons, pp. 82-83). It is located on the northwestern edge of Reservoir No.
10. This 19 km2, 76 million m3, artificial lake was constructed on the Techa
River (immediately downstream from Lake Kyzyltash),to control radioactivity

Ul Ibid; Based on "Report by the CommiMioD for IDvestigatioo ofEDYiromneDtal Situation in CleIyabiDsk
Region. " (Decree by the President of the USSR, #RP 1283, JanU8I)' 3, 1991). BukbariD reports that in
a June 27, 1991, Evgeniy Mikerin, tben bead of the Department of Isotope Separation, Rcproccaalng aDd
Production Technology, MAP!, told him that 99.9 percent of the plutonium is recovered and americium
and curium are also extracted for further utilization.

1ZZ Cbristopber Paine, "Military Reactors Go on Show to American VISitors," New ScienIist, July 22, 1989,
p.22.
1%3 Oleg BukbariD. "Soviet reprocessing and wastc-managcment strategics,"DRAFr, November S, 1991.

124 Nucleonics Wee1c; July 26, 1990, p. It.

us Ibid.



dumped into the river, mostly in the 1949-1951period (see discussion below).
The site, in the words of Selskaya Zhizin, is "in a bright birch grove, which
guards the secret of the Ural (radioactive) trace."l26At the construction site
the soil contamination ranges from 1.0-1.5Curies/square kilometer ~2)
for strontium-90 (Sr-90) and 4.0-4.5 Ci/km2for cesium-157 (Cs-137).

Construction of the South Urals project was halted after public protests
and questions raised by Oblast officials, although some critics claim that the
real reason construction was stopped was because the ministry ran out of
funds. Some 1.5 billion rubles were authorized for the entire South Urals
project, and 270 million rubles were spent before construction was suspended,
including for the construction of some reactor parts at the Atommash plant
at Volgodonsk beginning in 1988.121

Minatom would like to complete construction of one of the reactors
and has invited international institutions to participate in the project. The
Japanese have expressed an interest in funding the project. Whether
construction of a single BN-800 unit is renewetl will depend not only on the
availability of outside financing, but also on the outcome of the political
struggle between Minatom which supports the project and local public
opposition. At various times the ministry has argued that the facility is needed
to provide employment for the skilled workers who have lost or will lose their
jobs as a result of the shut down of the production reactors, and that
operation of the reactor would increase the rate of evaporation in Reservoir
10, thus preventing the overflow of Reservoir 11. Both of these arguments
have been challenged, and neither supports the construction of a breeder over
a VVER. For an extensive critique of the South Urals project, which cites
numerous examples where the project justification or supporting data is
incorrect or incomplete, see "Resonance," Chelyabinsk, 1991.

The breeder program is plagued by safety concerns - le8ks in the
sodium-water heat exchangers and the possibility of a runaway chain reaction
during an overheating accident - and by problems encountered in the
development of "mixed-oxide" (MOX) plutonium fuel. The BN-600 breeder
at Beloyarskiy continues to operate at half power, and until recently operated
with highly-enriched uranium rather than plutonium. The Soviet breeder is
increasingly vulnerable to charges that it is uneconomical. Even its backers
cheerfully admit that breeder generated electricity is "25 times more

lJ' "1be Ural Trace," Sebkaya ZJaizn, November I, 1989.

1%7 "Resooanc:e; " 01eIyabinst, 1991.

121 Ibid.



expensive" than power from conventional power plants.l29 Scientists at
Chelyabinsk-70 are seeking funding support to develop and test a lead cooled
fast breeder that is said to be much safer than the sodium coo~d fast
breeders. Such claims could further erode support for the BN-SOO.

Radiation Exposure to Workers: Nikipelov, et al., recently published an
analysis of the radiation doses to workers at A-Reactor and the chemical
separation plant at Chelyabinsk-40.130 The distnbutions of worker exposures
at these two facilities are reproduced in Table 4. The period 1948-1952 is
characterized by exceedingly high exposures. At A-Reactor the average annual
worker dose peaked at 93.6 rem in 1949, the first full year of operation; and
at the chemical separation plant the average annual dose peaked at 113.3rem
in 1951. From 1949 to 1951, 0.5 or 1.8 percent of the workers at either A-
Reactor or the chemical separation plant were receiving doses in excess of 400
rem annually, more than 80 times the current occupational exposure standard.
Because plutonium production was a higher priority than worker safety many
workers received doses exceeding the administr~tive limits established by the
MinistIy of Medium Machine Building, which were:

1948: 0.1 rem for 6 hours (about 30 remlyear).
1952: 0.05 rem for 6 hours (about 15 remlyear); and a single emer-

gency irradiation not exceeding 25 rem during a time not less
than 15 minutes.

1954: some employees allowed to get doses up to 100 rem provided
afterwards they would be transferred to other "clean" (no
radiation exposure) jobs.

1954-55: employees to be transferred to "clean" conditions for 6 months
after the total radiation dose exceeded 45 rem for the last year
or 75 rem for the last two years.

1960: 0.1 remlweek; 5 rem/year for workers under the age of 30 years
and 12 remlyear for workers 30 years and older.

1970: 5 rem/year.
The sum of the average annual dose for the first decade of operation

was 226 rem at A-Reactor, and 438 rem at the chemical separation plant.
Assuming a risk of 0.6 x 10-3cancer fatalities/man-rem, 131 the average excess

m "Kysbtym BDd SeMet Nuclear MatcriaIs Produetioo," Sdmce tII'Id Global security, Vol I, Nos. 1-2
(1989), p. 174 [a fact sheet ccotainiDg teebnic:al information coUccted during a visit to CbelyabiDst-40 by
an NRDC/SoYiet Academy of SdeDc:es deJeption July 7-8, 1989].

130 Boris V. Nikipclov, ADdri F. I...izIov,BDd NiDa A KosbumitoYa, "Experieoce with the first Soviet
Nuclear IDstalIatioo," PrirodtI, February 1990 (EDsIisb uanslation by AJexandc:r Sblyatbter).

131 NatioDal Rcsearcb Couoc:il, HUIlth EIftcts 01E'.1rposrIrtto lAw Levds 01Ionizing RIIdioIion (BEIR J'),
(Washington, D.c.: Natiooal Academy PrcsI, 1990), p. 173 pea the CII:ea& canc:cr mortaJity e&timatc for
male workcrs as 2,880/100,000 for ccotinuous c:a:poaurc to 1 rem/y from age 18 to agc 65.



risk of cancer to a hypothetical worker receiving the average exposure each
year during this ten year period is estimated to be 14 percent for a worker at
A-Reactor, and 26 percent for a worker at the chemical separation plant.

Waste MlUUlgement Activities: Some 600 million curies (MCi) of the
long-lived fission products, Sr-90 and Cs-137, are estimated to have been
produced through mid-1992, of which, following radioactive decay, some 460
MCi remain as of mid_I992132 When the activity of the daughter products,
Y-9Omand Ba-137m, are included these figures are doubled, ie, some 1200
MCi having been produced and some 460 MCi remaining in mid-1m. By
including other fission products and actinides it is reasonable to assume that
there is on the order of 1000 MCi of radioactivity in storage and in the
environment at Chelyabinsk-65. There is no accurate accounting of bow much
activity is in some storage locations even where figures are reported, because
some reports fail to clarify what constituents are included in the totals, e.g.
whether the inventories represent (Sr-90 + Cs-137), (Sr-90 + Y-9Om+ Cs-137
+ Ba-137m), or total fission products. ,'.,

In the first three years of operations, radioactive waste management at
Chelyabinsk-65 was practically nonexistent. From 1949-1951,high-level waste
from the chemical separation facilitywas discharged directly into the Techa
River. By late-1951, after it was apparent that this was causing massive
environmental contamination, the high-level waste was diverted into Lake
Karachay. By 1953, a program was implemented whereby the solid fission
products were precipitate out and stored in stainless steel waste tanks.
Medium-level waste, containing Cs-137 and other fission products that
remained in solution, continued to be discharged into Lake Karachay. One of
the high~level waste tanks exploded in 1957, causing extensive off-site
contamination. As a consequence the precipitation process was changed.
Additional off-site contamination occurred in 1967, due to strong winds
blowing radioactivity from the shore of Lake Karachay. In 1987, a small pilot
plant began vitrifyinghigh-level wastes. These highlights are discussed in more
detail below.

Discharge of Waste into the Teeha River: According to an official report,
"During the first five years of the operation of the enterprise in this branch
of industry there was no experience or scientific development of questions of
protecting the health of the personnel or the environmenL Therefore, during
the fifties there was pollution of individual parts of the territory and around

m 'Ibis estimate is based OIl our estimate of tbe production reactor opcratinJ bistorics aad tile quantity
of plutonium reported to bave been recovered from reprocesslDgWER and oavaI reactor fuel We bave
3 Ci Sr-90, and 3 Ci of Cs-137, per gram of Pu produced in production rcacten; and 8 Ci Sr.90, aDd 8
Ci olCs-I37, per gram ofPu produced in VVERs (and D8VI1reactorS) (for an asiumed VVBR bumup
= 20,000 MwdIMT).



the enterprise."I33 These bland words actually mean that from its beginning
in 1948 through September 1951, 76 million m3 of high-level nuclear waste
containing 2.75 MCi of beta activity from the radiochemical plant,. was
discharged directly into the Techa River 6 km below its source.134 The Techa
River is 240 km long, flowing into the Iset' River, which flows into the Tobol
River. The extent of this river system is about 1000 km. The Tobol flows into
the Irtysh which flows into the Arctic Ocean.· As shown in Figure 2 the
discharges into the Techa continued through 1956, although at a much
reduced rate.l3S The composition of the radioactivity discharged into the
Teeha is also shown in Figure 2.136

A radiation survey, taken in the summer of 1951, revealed extensive
contamination of the floodplain and bed of the Teeha River and excessive
exposure to the inhabitants if the region. Radioactivity was found as far away
as the Arctic Ocean. A new solution was adopted in September 1951. Instead
of discharging the radioactive waste into the Teeha River, the wastes were
diverted into Karachay Lake (see below), and Jl series of artificial reservoirs
was created along the Techa to retain most of the activity already discharged.

Some 124 thousand people along the Techa-Iset'-Tobol River system
were exposed to radioactivity, none having been warned about the danger.l37

131 B.V. Nikipelov, G.N. Romanov, LA. BuldakcN, N.s. Babaev, Yu.B. KboIina, and El. Mikerin,
"Al:cident in the SoutberD Urals on 29 September 1957,"lDtematioDal Atomic Energy Agency Informa-
tion Circular, May 28, 1989, p. 1.

134 N. L DubeDyok,ASh.libermaD, and NJ. MiroooYa,"The Necessity for Independent Rettospec:tiYe
Ecological Expertise for the Zone of Radioacti\oe Influence of the Military Industrial compa in the
ChelyabiDslcRegion," paper presented at the FIrSt SOviet-American CoofereDCCfor Ecological Non-
Governmental Organizations,March 12-20,1991,Mosoow;and"SupremeSoviet Committees, Commissions
Meet 5 Oct; Committee Vaewson Nuclear Pollutioo," Moscow IJomutjc Service, in Russian, at 1130
GMT, October S, 1990 (translated in FBIS-80V.90-195, October 9, 1990, pp. 35-36).

W MM. Ko&cnko,M.O. Dcgteva, and M.A. Petrushova, "Leukemia Risk Estimate 00 the Base of
Nudear Incidents in Soutbem Urals," O1clyabiDslcBrandl 0fIice of the Institute of Biophysics of the
USSR Ministry of Health, O1clyabinsk, USSR (undated, ca. 1991), submitted to PSR Quarterly for
publication.

Tbc total release estimated from the figure is 2.6 MCi; approdmately 98.7 pen:cnt reJcasc:din
the period 1949-1951,and 1.3percent oftbe discbarge (34 tbousand Q) occurred during the period 1952-
1956.

136 Strootium-90 (Sr-90) and cesium-137 (Cs-137) are produced in roughly equal amounts, 3 a of 8r-90
and 3 a of Cs-137 per gram of p1utooium-239 (Pu-239) produc:cd. Had there been any effort to
c:ooccotrate the solid fissioDproducts in tanks during this period, the discharge into the Tcc:bawould baYe
contained a mudl higher concentration of Cs-137, relatiYeto 8r-90, wbicb is not the case. The tota18r-90
and Cs-137 discbarged through 1951, about 300 tbousand a eacb, implies that 100 kg of plutonium were
recovered during that period. This is ooosisteDtwith the cstiJDateof plutoDiumproduction at CbeJyabiDst-
6S during this period based on the reactor operation data (see Table 8).

137 N. L DUbeoyot. ASh. Uberman, and N~ Mirooova, "The Necessity for IDcIcPcndentRetrospective
Ecological Expertise for the Zone of RadioactiYe InfIueDCCof the Military Industrial compa in the
CbclyabiDskRep," paper presented at the Fnt So¥ict-Amcrican Conference for FA:ologicaINon-
Govel'l1lDCDtalOrganizations, March 12-20, 1991, MOscow.



Ninety-nine percent of the radioactivity that was dumped into the Techa was
deposited within the first 35 km - downstream (Figure 3). Prior to the
contamination there were 38villageswith 28 thousand people along th!!-Techa
riverside.l38For many of the 28 thousand the river was the main source of
drinking water. Some years later 7500 people in the upper reaches of the
Techa were relocated. The others were transferred to underground sources of
water supply, and radioactive floodplain was fenced Off.l39 An epidemiologi-
cal study of the 28,100 exposed individuals who received substantial external
and internal radiation dose confirmed a statistically significant increase in
leukemia morbidity and mortality.l40The greatest exposure, estimated to be
1.64 Gray (164 rads) to the red bone marrow, was received by the 1200
inhabitants of the town of Metlino, 7 Ian downstream from the release point
(Table 5).141Seventy-five hundred people from 20 other population centers
received doses averaging from 3.5 to 170 rem.142Ten thousand people were
evacuated, 143.and in other affected settlements people were supplied with
water from other sources. The Techa River. and all its floodlands (8000
hectares (ha)I44)were excluded from use by pebple.

A cascade of five reservoirs (Lake Kyzyltash, or Numbers 2, and the
artificial reservoirs 3,4,10, and 11, shown in Figure 1) were created along the
Techa to isolate water from the most contaminated areas. The first dam was
erected in 1951, the second in 1956, the third in 1963, and the fourth in 1964.
The reservoirs, with a combined area of 84 km2 and volume of 394 million m3,

131 MM. Koscnko, M.D. DegteYa, and M.A. PetrusboYa, "Leukemia Risk Estimate on the Base of
Nuclear Incidents in Southern Urals," Cbelyabinst Branch Office of the Institute of Biophysics of the
USSR Ministry of Health, CbeIyabiDsk, USSR (undated, ca. 1991), submitted to PSR Quorterly for
pUblicatioo.

139 MM. Koscnko, M.D. DegteYa, and M.A Petrusbova, "Leukemia Risk Estimate OIl the Base of
Nuclear IDcidents in Southern Urals," Cbclyabinst Branch Office of the lastitute of Biopbysk:s of the
USSR Ministry of Health, CbeIyabiDsk, USSR (undated, ca. 1991), Sllbmitted to PSR Quorterly for
publication.

140 Ibid.

141 Ibid; and N. 1 DUbenyolc, ASh. Uberman, and N~ MiroDova, "The Necessity for Independent
Retrospective EooIop:al Expertise: for the Zone of Radioactive lnfIuenc:e of the Military Industrial
oomplc:x in the O1eJyabiDst Regioo," paper praented at the Fint Soviet-American COIifereDc:e for
Ecological NOD-GoYmuneatal Orgauizations, Man:b 12-20, 1991, MOICOW.

14% Ibid.

IGIbid.

144 One bectare == 0.01 tm1 = 2.471 acres. Tbc:refore, 8000 bectares == 80 tm2 • 20,000 acres = 30 JJH2.



now contain about 193 thousand Ci ofSr-90 and Cs-137 activity (Table 6).
They reportedly "isolated about 98 percent of the radionuclides deposited in
the flood-lands from the open hydrographic network.,,145The ~ovski
marshes (or swamps), an area of 30 km2 through which the Teeha flows just
below the last reservoir (No. 11), contains some 6000 Ci of Sr-90 and Cs-
137.146These marshes are a constant open source of radioactivity, flowing
into the Techa.147

Lake Karachay (Reservoir 9): As noted above, in September 1951, the
Soviets curtailed the discharging the high-level or intermediate-level wastes
directly into the Techa, and instead diverted it into Lake Karachay - at the
time, a natural 45 ha (110 acres) lake with no outlet, and therefore, isolated
from the Teeha river hydrographic system.l48The intermediate waste storage
facility (discussed below) was not put into operation until 1953.Consequently,
this practice must have continued for more than a year.

Since 1953, the Soviets have continued to discharge "medium-level
waste" into Lake Karachay. Comparing the concentrations of cesium and
strontium in the lake and the intermediate waste storage tanks, it appears that
the precipated sludge, which included most of the strontium, was retained in
the waste tanks, and the excess supernatant, which contained most of the
cesium, was discharged from the waste tanks into the lake.149This is
apparently still the practice in that today medium-level waste is still being
added to the lake.ISO

145B.V. Nikipelov, AS. Nikiforov, DoL Kedrovsky, M.V. Strakhov, and E.G. Drazbko, "Prac:ticaI
Rehabilitation of Territories Cootamioated as a Result ofImplemeotation of Nuclear Material Production
DefCDCe Programmes," (undated English traDSlatioD ca. 1990).

146V .N. Cbykanov, Y.G. Drozhko, A.P. Kuligin, GA Mesyats,A.N. Penyagin, AV. Trapcznikov, and P.V.
BoIbuev, "Ecological Conditions for the Creation of Alomic Weapoos at the Atomic Iodustrial Complc:l
Near the Oty of Kysbtym," paper presented at the Cooference on the EuYiromneDtal COnsequences of
Nuclear Weapons I>e\oelopmeDt, UDiYersity of C81ifomia, Irvine, April 11-14, 1991.

147 "Resonaoce," ChelyabiDst, 1991.

1411 The late was originally ooe-ba1f mile IoDg by cme-fourth .Due wide by 8 feet deep; Frank P. FaIci,
"FmaJ Trip Report, Travel to USSR for Fact Fmding Discussions 00 EDviroDmental Restoration and
Waste Management, June 15·28, 1990," Office of Tcc:bDoIogy Development, DOE.

1491be SoYiets now classify liquid radioactive wastes as: low level - <1<r5 OJJ; intermediate Jeve1 - > letS
Ci/I and < 1 OJJ; and high level - > 1 Ci/I. Solid wastes are classified as: low level· <0.3 mrJb; intermedi-
ate level - 0.3 to 10 mrJb; and high level - >10 mrlb, with the measurements in each case taken 10 em
from the surface.

UOV.N. Cbykanov, Y.G. Drozhko,A.P. Kuligin, GA Mesyats,AN. Peoyagin,AV. Trapcznikov, andP.V.
BoIbuev, "Ecological Conditions for the Creation of Alomic Weapoos at the A10mic Iodustrial Complc:x
Near the Oty of Kysbtym," paper prcacnted at the Cooference on the EnviroDmenta1 CoDsequcoces of
Nuclear Weapoos Development, UDiYersity of Ca1iforDia, Irvine, April 11·14, 1991.



In the 19605 it was ~covered that radioactivity from the lake was
entering the ground water. Efforts to eliminate the reservoir began in 1967.
The lake is now slowly being filled to reduce the dispersion of radio~ty.
Hollow concrete block-;, one meter on a side with one side open, are first
placed in the lake, then rock and soil are placed on top. The blocks keep the
sediment from being pushed up to the surface. The three point program is to:
(1) fill in the lake, (2) cover over the lake, and (3) pump and treat the
water.1S1As of mid-Oetober 1991, about 5000 blocks had been placed in into
the lake. In June 1990, it was reported that the size of the lake still had
shrunk to 25 ha (62 acres) and its volume to 400,000 m3•152 In October 1991
it was reported that the lake had been reduced in size to about 20 ha, down
from its original size of 45 ha.1s3The plan is to completely fill the reservoir
by 1995.

To date the lake has accumulated 120 MCi of the long-lived radio-
nuclides Cs-137 (98 MCi) and Sr-90 (20 MCiVS4This compares with 1 MCi
of Cs-137 and 0.22 MCi of Sr-90 released from Chemobyl.lSS As shown in
Table 6, under the entry Reservoir No.9, 1'10 MCi (93 percent) of the
accumulated activity is in ground deposits (about 35 percent in the loam
screen of the reservoir bed (up to 4 m), and 60 percent in mobile deposits),
with the remaining 8.4 MCi (7 percent) in the water.156 The lake currently
has a surface radiation exposure level of 3-4 rad/h.1S7When a visiting
delegation approached within a few hundred feet of the water, the radiation

151 Frank P. Falci, "Fmal Trip Report, TraYeI to USSR for Fact Finding DiscuasioDs on EDviroomental
Restoration and Waste Management, June 15·28, 1990," Officc of Tecbno1ogy DevclpPIDeDt, DOE.

152ane m3 = 264.1721 pl1oD& (U.s.) and 1 acre-foot. 1233.482m'; tbereforc,400,ooom3 = l00miUioD
gal. = 300 acre-feet

153 "Foreign Travel Report, TI'IM:I to Russia to Conduct Tecbnology &change Worksbops as part of the
DOE U.s./U.s.s.R. Joint CoordiDating Committee 00 Euviroomental Res&0r8tioD and Waste
Management, •• October 16-27, 1991, Trip Report For: Doo J. Bradley, November 11, 1991.

154 B.V. Nikipelov, AS. Nikiforov, O.L Kedrovsty, M. V. Strakbov, and E.G. Drazbto, "Practical
RebabiJitatioo of Territories CootamiMtec1 as a Result of Implementatioo ofNuclcar Material Produetioo
Defence Programmes," (undated EngIisb translation ca. 1990).

us State Ownmittee for the Use of A1omk: Energy of USSR, ""lbe Al:cident at the QemobyI AES and
its Cooscqueoccs, ••Prepared for the lDtematiooaI AIomic Eocrl)' ApJI::y &pert CoofereDcc, August 25-
29, 1986, VIeDD8, (Translated by the U.s. Department of EDergy, NB4O, August 17, 1986), AppeDdiE
4,p.21.

156 B.V. Nikipelov, AS. Nikiforov, OL ICcdrovsky, M.V. Strakbov, and E.G. Drazbto, "Practical
RebabiJitatioo ofTcrritories CootamiMted 85 a Reauit oflmplemeotatioD of Nuclear Material Production
Defencc Programmes." (undated Eog1isb traosIatioo ca. 1990).

157 Fraot P. Falci, "FiDa1 Trip Report, TraYe1 to USSR for Fact Finding DiscnlSioDs 011 Eoviroomeotal
Restoratioo and Waste Management, June 15-28, 1990," Office of TecbDoIol)' DeYcIopmeDt, DOE.



reading in the bus reached 80 millirem/hour (mr/h ).158 A second delegation
received 300-600 mrlh at a point about 10-12m from the edge of the lake.1S9

On the lake shore in winter the radiation dose is about 20 rerns per hQUr,and
summer about 18 rerns per hour.l60 In the region near the discharge line, the
radiation exposure rate is about 600 Roentgens per hour (RIh), sufficient to
provide a lethal dose within an hour.161

In 1967,a hot summer followed a dIy winter. The water evaporated and
dust from the lake bed was blown over a vast area, up to 75 km long, affecting
41,000 people.l62 Some 600 Ci of Cs-137 and Sr-90 from the shores of Lake
Karachay contaminated about 1800to 2700 km2, including the reactor site and
portions under the radioactive plume from the 1957 accident at Kyshtym
(discussed below).I63The reactor site was contaminated with Cs-137 and Sr-
90 in the ratio of 3:1 with Sr-90 contamination up to 10 Ci/km2•

1M

As a result of over 40 years of dumping into Lake Karachay, radioactivi-
ty has seeped into the groundwater and migrated 2.5 to 3 kIn from the lake
reaching the Mishelyak River. Radioactive groundwater flows under the river
bed at a depth of 15 m. The total volume of groundwater is estimated to be

1511 Ibid.

159 "Foreign Travel Report, Travel to Russia 10 Cooduet TedJDoIogy Ela:hanse Wor1albop&as pert of the
DOE u.s./U.s.s.R. Joint CoordiDating Committee on ErMrcxnncntaI Restoration and Waste
Management," October 16-27, 1991, Trip Report For: Don J. Bradley, NOII'CIDber11, 1991.

lfO Gerard Sevestre, "USSR Nuke Testing Site Legacy," September 27, 1990, The Greenbase. 20:51:50
GMT.

161 B.V. Nikipelov, A.S. Nikiforov, OoL Kcdr'ovsky, M.V. Strakbov, and E.G. Drozbko, "Practical
Rehabilitation ofTerrilOries ContamiDated as a Result of ImplemeDtation of Nuclear Material Production
Defence Programmes," (undated English tranSlation ca. 1990). The radiation dose at wbicb half the
population would be expected to die (LOse> depends upon a number of factors, including type of
exposure, whether wbole body or specific orpn, the Iengtb of time of the c::xposure, the medical attention
recci\'ed after the exposure, ete. For wbole body (or boDe marrow) exposure, estimates of the lDso ranse
from 2SO rem 10 6SO rem; see Rosalie Berteu, HtI1fdbooIc for EstimDting HeolIh Effects from &pomre to
Ionizing RJJdiolion, 2nd Edition, RcMsed, October 1986, p. 2; and J.s. Evans, "Health Effects Models for
Nuclear Power Plant Accident Coosequcnce ADaI)'sis," JanU8l)' 1990, NUREG/CR-4214, SANDSS-718S,
Rev. 1, Pan 1, Table 2.3, p. 1-17.

161 "Supreme Soviet Committees, Commissi()N Meet 5 Oct; Committee VICWS 011 Nuclear PoIIutioo,"
MOIiCOWI>oo1estic SerW:e in Russian at 1130 GMT, October 5, 1990 (English translation in FBIS-SOV-
90-195, October 9, 1990, pp. 35-36).

1Q B.V. N'atipelov, AS. NikifDrov, OJ.. Kedrovsty, M.V. Strakbov, and E.G. Drarbko, "Practical
Rebabilitation of Territories Contaminated as a Result of Implemcntatioo of Nuclear Material Produc:tioo
Defence Programmcs," (undated Englisb translatioD ca. 1990) reports 8 contaminated area of 1800 iaD:l.
"Resooaoce," Cbelyabinsk, 1991, reports an area of 2700 tm2 ccotaminated in em:ess of 0.1 ~ Sr-90
and in em:ess of 0.3 0JIan2 Cs-137.

164 B.V. Nikipelov, AS. NikifDrov, OoL Kedr'ovsky, M.V. Strakbov, and E.G. I>rozbko, "Practical
Rehabilitation of Territories Contaminated as a Result of ImpIcmentation ofNudcar Material Production
Defence Programmes," (undated English translation ca. 1990).



over 4 million m3, with a halo area of 10 km2 and a depth to 100 m, containing
in excess of 6,000 Ci of long-lived fission proclucts.l65 The discharge of
contaminated groundwater is 65 m3/day (d), and the flow speed ~ 0.84
mld.1" The speed at which the contaminants move is:l67

0.23 mid (84 m/y) for Sr-90 and NO
0.14 mid (51 m/y) for Co-6O.
Lake Sttlroe 801010 (Old Swamp; Reservoir 17): Located 5 km northeast

of Lake Karachay this 17 ha (42 acre) drainless lake, which has a volume of
35 thousand m3, has accumulated 3 MC of radioactivity. 1. Medium-level
waste, including tritium, continues to be added to Staroe Boloto today.l69
The bottom of Lake Staroe Beloto sorbs most of the radionuclides more
readily than that than the bottom of Karachay. Consequently, the contaminat-
ed halo is considerably smaller. no

Waste. explosion in 1957: The so-called "Kyshtym Disaster" was the
subject of considerable analysis and speculation in the West prior to 1989,
when details of the accident were first revealed;'by the Soviet officials. In As
noted above, during the initial period of operation of the chemical separation

165 Alc:Ilaodcr BoIsuDOVlky,"Rl&iaD Nuclear Wcapoal Produe:tioD aod EaviroomeDtaI Pollutioa," peper
pracoted at tbe CoDfereDce OIl "1be NoaproIiferatiaa Predi':llDCDl in tbe Farmer Soviet UDioa,"
MODrerey IDstitute of IDterDatioDal Stuc:Ia, Mooterey, CaIifDruia, April 8, 1992-

1" Ibid.

K'7 Ibid. The speed at wbidl tbe CXlDtamiDaDtsmove depends ODa Dumber of factors, iDdudiDl the flow
~ty, disperIioo rate, aDd the pbyIical and c:bemicaI iDteractiODswith tbe rock.

HI V.N. CbykaDOv,Y.G. Drar.bko, 1U'.1CuJiSiD,GA Mesyata, AN. PcoyaJiD, A.V. Trapezniknv, aad P.V.
BoIbuev, "EcoIoJic81 CDaditiODl for the Creatioa of AuJmic WeapJOS at the AuJmic IDdUltrial Ccmplex
Ncar the Oty of JCysbtym,•• peper paeoted at the Coafercucc ODthe EDviroomeDtal CcDIequeoces of
Nuclear Weapons ~t, UDivenity of CBIIfomia, Irvioe, April 11-14, 1991.

M9 Ibid.

1'JID AIeDDder BoIsuDOVIky,"Rl&iaD Nuclear Weapoas Produe:tioD 8Dd EDYirauDcotal PoDutioa, ••peper
prcseoted at the Coofcrcocc OD "1be NooproIiferatiOD Predialmco~ in the Farmer Soviet UDioo,"
MODtercy 1Dst.itute of IDterDatiollal Studies, Mooterey, California, April 8, 1992.

171 The first publilbcd rcporu of a SeMet Dudear ICCideDl are atbibulable to Zbons AJebaDdrovicb
Mcd\<edev, New SciDltist. 1976, p. 264; 1977, p.761; 1977, p. 352 (lee also, New SciMIUI, 1976, p. 692;
aadNuclear Dis4#erin * lJrrIb [NewYort: W.W. Nonoa, 1979l [paperbectediliOD,New Yort: VlillaP
Books, 1980). The IDOIl ~ Watem maIyIa of tbe JC,sbtym DiIaIler are by JobD 1l.
Trab8Jka, L Dean Eyma, and SbmIey L AWI"b8cb, "ADalyIiI of the 1957-58 SeMel Nuc:Iear AccideDl",
Oat Ridae Naliooal Laboratory, ORNL-S613, December 1979(lUb8equeatIy publilbed in CDDdcaaedform
in Science, July 18, 1980, pp. 345-352); Sorao and SdIImaD, "AD ADaIJIis of the Allepd Kysbtym
Dilaster;" W. StratlOD, D. SdIImaD, S. Barr, aad R Apw, "Ale Pclrtioos of tile Urals ReaDy
CooWDiDated," Science, OCtober 26, 1979, pp. 423-425; and Fraat L Parter, '"Scan:b of tbe RIIIIiaD
Sc:ieDtific:literature for the Dcacriptioa& of the Mcdic:aI Coaaequeoca of the Kysbtym ·AccideDl ••••
V8Dderbilt UDiYmity, BatteUe Project Maoasement DiviIioa, ONWI-42A, Man:b 1983. Additiooal
refereoca to the KysbtyID ac:cidcDt and ill c:omcqueoca are died in lbac documcols.



plant, the irradiated fuel elements were treated by an "all-acetate precipitation
scheme,"I72resulting in high-level radioactive waste solutions containing as
much as 100 grams per liter (gIl) of sodium nitrate and 80 gIl of ~dium
acetate.l73The solution was stored for a year in tanks (presumably at what
is referred to below as the intermediate storage facility) in order to reduce the
radioactivity and cool prior to further treatment for additional extraction of
plutonium and uranium.174After treatment, a portion of the solutions was
returned to the storage tanks and the less active part was dumped into a
"storage reservoir," (Presumably Lake Karachay).17S

The intermediate storage facilitywas put into operation in 1953.176It
consisted of a rectangular buried stainless steel clad concrete canyon with
walls 1.5m thick, designed for installation of 20 stainless steel tanks at a depth
of 8.2 m.tT7 Called "permanent storage containers,"each tank was 300 cubic
meters (m3) (80,000 gal. (U.S.)) in volumeP& The tanks, entirely immersed
in water, utilized an external cooling system with water flowing through an
annular gap between the tank walls and the nench.l79 Some of the instru-
ments for monitoring the tanks failed and could not be repaired due to the
high radiation field in the canyon!80As the solution in the tanks evaporated,
the tanks gradually rose, breaking the seals in the waste transfer lines and
contaminating the cooling water. The cooling water was treated in the same
part of the plant used to process the waste. Because of insufficient production
capacity the tanks were switched toa "periodic cooling mode. "1&1The
cooling system in one of the unmoDitored tanks failed, however, and the waste

171 B.Y. Nikipelov and Ye.G. Drazbto, "An Explo6ioo in the SOUthern Urals," Priroda, May 1990, pp. 48-
49; the technology for cbemicaJly separating the plutonium from radioactive fisskm products cbanged
several times over the 40 year history of the cbemical separatiOD plant.

173 B.Y. Nikipelov and Ye.G. Drozbto, "An Explosion in the Soutbem UralS," Priroda, May 1990, p. 48.

1.,. Ibid.

115 Ibid.

176 Ibid.

177 Ibid. Nuclur News, January 1990, p. 74 &ayS "one of 16 1teC118Dts" exploded, ratbcr than one of 20.
Donald Wodricb, a member of the DOE delegation that traveled to CbclyabiDllt-40 in JUDe 1990, reported
16 tanks; "USSR 1957 Waste Tank Explosion at K,sbtym," viewgrapbs from presentatiOD by Dm
Wodrich, Westinghouse Hanford Company, to the Advisory Committee on Nuclear Safely, OCtober 31,
1990.

1111 "Hearing in Committee on Preparation of Law OIl Nuclear safety: 1957 Accident" Moscow HarM
Service, (SU,u519i), 1200 GMT, July 25, 1989.

1'19 B.Y. N"lkipelovand Ye.G. Drozhko, "Explosion in the Soutbcrn Urals," Prirodtz, May 1990, pp. 4849.

180 Ibid.

181 Ibid.



began to dry out. Nitrates and acetates in the waste precipitated, heated up
to 3500C(66O~, and on September 29,1957 at 4:20 PM local time, explod-
ed1&2 with a force equivalent to 5 to 10 tons- of TNT.l13The met!f-thick
concrete lid was blown off and hurled 25 meters away, and 70-80 MT of waste
containing some 20 MCi of radioactivity were ejected 1"

The composition of the ejected waste is given in Table 7.185 About 90
percent of the activity fell out in the immediate vicinity of the vesseL The
remaining, approximately 2.1 mCi formed a kilometer-high radioactive cloud
that was carried through Chelyabinsk, Sverdlovsk, and Tumensk Oblasts
reaching the neighborhood of Kamensk-Uralskiy after 4 hours, and Tyman
after 11 hours.l86The Kaslinsky, Kunashaksky, and Argayashsky regions of
the Chelyabinsk Oblast received the greatest off-site contamination. The
contaminated territories were subsequently given the name, "East Ural
Radioactive Trace (VURS)." Some 15,000-23,000km2, in a track 300 km in
length and 10-15 km wide, were contaminated at a level greater than 0.1
Ci/km2 (Sr_90);ll7 1000 km2 in a track 105 km in length and 8-9 km wide
were contaminated at a level greater than 2 'Ci/km2 (Sr-90); and 17 km2
contaminated to 100Q-4000Ci/kJn2 (Sr-90) (see Table 8 and Figure 2)""

1IZ B.V. Nikipc1ov, GoN. RomaDov, LA. Buldakov, N.5. Bab8ev, Yu.B. KboIiDa, and E.L MikeriD,
"Aa:idcnt in the Southern Urals on 29 September 19S7,"lDternatioaaI Atomic Energy Agency Informa-
tion Oraalar, May 28, 1989; B.V. NikipeloY and Ye.G. Drodako, "An Explosion in the Soutbcm Urals,"
Prirodo, May 1990, p. 48.

113 Frank P. Falci, "Fmal Trip Report, Travel to USSR for Fact Fmding Discussions on Environmental
Restoration and Waste Management, June 15-28, 1990," Office of Tecboology l>a'elopment, DOE.
Nuclear News, January 1990, pp. 74-75, reported the c:xpIo&ionwas equivalent to 70 to 100 tons of TNT.

184 B.V. Nikipelov and Ye.G. Drazbto, "An &pIosioo in the Southern Urals," Prirodo, May 1990, p. 48.
Two adjacent taoD were also damaged; Nudeor News, January 1990, pp. 74-75.

IllS Wben the high-level waste is neutralized most of the fission products and actinides, =:ept cesium,
precipitate out as a Iludgc. The high ratio of strontium-90 to c:aium-137 in the tank, equal to 75, suggests
that the supernatant c:ontaiDinBmost of the cesium bad been discbargcd, apparently disdlarged into Late
Karacbay where the ratio of cesium-137 to strootium-90 is 5 (see Table 2)-

116 GoN. Romanov and AS. Vorovov, "Tbe Radiatioo Situation After the ExpIosioD," PrirodII, May 1990,
p. SO; B.V. Nikipelov aod Ye.G. Drozbko, "An ExpIoIion in the SoutberD Urals," Priroda, May 1990, p.
48; B.V. Nikipelov, GoN. Romanov, LA. Buldatov, N.5. Bab8ev, Yu.B. XhoIina, and E.L MikeriD,
"Aa:ideDt in the SoutberD Urals on 29 September 1957," IDtcrnatiooal Atomic Energy AgerJJ::y Informa-
tion Qn:uIar, May 28, 1989; "HcarinB in OXnmittce on Preparation of lAW on Nudear 5afety. 1957
Aa:ident" Moscow Home Service, (SU~I9i), 1200 GMT, July 25, 1989; "A Nudear DeadIocII::: CaD a
Nuclear Power Plant Save Us fn:m RadioaaiV'e CootamiMtion," SovietsIrIIya ~ November 21, 1989,
2nd Edition.

117 The 0.1 QJtmz (Sr-90) level is about twic:c tile Sr-90 Ievd from fallout fn:m atmospberic weapons
testing before the aa:idenL

III GoN. Romanov and AS. Vorovov, "Tbe RadiatioD Situation After the ExpIosion," PriTodD, May 1990,
p. SO.



(The Sr-90 integrated deposition density from all atmospheric nuclear weapons
testing is 0.08 Ci/km?at this latitude.l~ Since Sr-90 (beta activity) comprised
only 2.7 percent of the total(beta and gamma) activity initially, ~ total
activity levels were 40 times higher immediately after the accident, and four
times higher after three years, than they are today (33.5 years later). The
highest contamination level, 4000 Ci/km (Sr-90) at the head of the trace
immediately after the accident, correspond to 150,000 Ci/km.2(all activity).
Radiation levels within 100 m of the crater exceeded 400 RIb. At a kilometer
the levels were 20 RIb, and at 3 km the levels were 3 R1h.I90 Guards .
received the largest reported dose, about 100 R. During the initial period the
external gamma dose rate was about 150 microroentgens per hour (~R/h)
(equivalent to 1.3 Rlyear) in open areas where the Sr-90 contamination was
1 Ci/km2.191The external gamma dose levels were two to three times higher
in forests where up to 90 percent of activity·was initially held up in the crowns
of the trees!92 After about 3 years of radioactive decay, Sr-90 was the
dominant isotope with respect to contamination and exposure. Today, Sr-90
comprises 99.3 percent of the residual radioacti\iity from the accident, and Cs-
137 comprises 0.7 percent.

In a 20 km2 area where the contamination exceeded 180 CiJkm2 the
pine needles received 3Q00-4000rads in the first year, and all the pine trees
perished by the autumn or 1959.193

There were 217 towns and villages with a combined population of
270,000inside the 15,000-23,000km2(6000-9000mi~ area contaminated to 0.1
Ci/km? (Sr-90) or greater; 10,000 people within 1000 km2 contaminated to
greater than 2 Ci/km2(Sr-90); and 2100 people in within 120 km.2contaminat-

1.United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effcc:ts of Atomic Radiation, "IODizing RadiatioD= SoQrces
and Biological Effec:ts," 1982 Report to the General Assembly, with 8I1DCltCI, United NatioDs, New York,
Tablc 6, p. 230. StroDtium-90 decays by beta emission with a balf-lifc of 28.6 years. Strontium bas chemical
properties similar to calcium.

190 B.V. Nikipclov, AS. Nikiforov, 0.1- Kedrovsky, M.V. Strakbov, and E.G. Drozbto, "Practical
Rehabilitation of Territories CODtamiDated as a Result of Implementation of Nuclear Matcrial Produetioo
Defcnce Prosrammes," (undated English traDsIatioo ca. 1990).

191 G.N. RomaDav aod AS. Vorovov, "The Radiation Situation After the ExpIa&ioD," Prirod4. May 1990,
p. SO; B.V. Nikipelov and Yc.G. Drozbko, "An &pIaIioo in the Soutbem UraII," PrirodtI, May 1990, P.
48; B.V. N'lkipclov, G.N. Romanov, LA Buldatov, N.s. Babaev, Yu.B. KboIiDa, and E.L MikcriD,
"Amdcnt in the Southern UralS on 29 September 1957," International Atomic EnerBY Agency Ioforma·
tion Circular, May 28, 1989.

191G.N. Romaoov and AS. Vorovov, "Ibc Radiation Situation After &be&plosioo," Prirod4. May 1990,
p. SO.

193 DA Spirin, E.G. SmimoY, L.L Suvoroova, and FA ntbomirov, "Radioac:tiYc Impact on Living
Nature," PrirodIl, May 1990, p. 59.



ed to greater than 100 CiJkm2 (Sr-90)!M Virtually all water supply sources
were contaminated. Calculations indicated that the cumulative dose over the
first month for the three most contaminated villages, Berdyanish, SalYkovka,
and Galikaeva, would range from 150 rads to ·about 300 rads.l9S These three
villages, in which 1054 people lived, were evacuated, but not until 7-10 days
after the accident.l96 The average dose received before evacuation reached
17 rerns from external radiation and 52 rems of equivalent effective dose (150
rem to the gastrointestinal tract ).1g?

The next wave of evacuations began about eight months after the
accident, involved 6500 people from areas where the Sr-90 contamination
exceeded 4 CiJkm2.191These people consumed contaminated foods for three
to six months without restriction and continued to consume some contaminat-
ed food until their evacuation. Some 280 people in areas with average
contamination of 65 CiJkm2 (Sr-90) received (before evacuation was completed
250 days after the accident) 14 rems from external radiation and 44 rems of

194 G.N. Romanov and AS. VOfCNCN,"Tbe ~iatioD Situatioo After tbe Explosion," PriTot:lo. May 1990,
p. SO; av. Nikipelov, G.N. Romanov, LA BuIdakov, N.s. Babaev, Yu.B. KboIiDa, and E.I. Mikerin,
"Aa:ident in the Soutbem Urals on 29 September 1957," IntematioDal Atomic Energy Ar,eocy 1DfQnna-
lion Crcular, May 28, 1989, p. 10; A.L Bumaz.yaoa, editor, "Rc&ults of Study and &pcrience in the
Eliminatioo of the Consequences of .Accideota1 CootaminatioD by Fillion ProdlJdS," Energiya: E1rorIomika,
TeknikD, Ekologiya, No. 1, January 1990, p. 51.

195 A.L Bumazyana, editor, "Results of Study and &pcrieocc in the Elimination of the Consequences of
Acadental CDotaminatioo by FIISiODProducts," Energiya: Ekononiilal, TeknikD, Ekologiya, No.1, Februaly
1990, p. 14. The names of tbe viJlages are from N. L Dubeoyot, A.Sb. IJberman, and N.L MiroDoYa,
"The Nec:cssity for Independent RetrospcctiYe Ecologic:al Expertise for tbe zone of Radio8c:tiYe Influence
of the Military Industrial complex in the CbelyabiDst Regioo," paper presented at the Fll'St Soviet-
American Conference for Ecological Noo-GoYcmmental OrganimtioDs, MarcIl 12-20, 1991,Moscow.

l"V.N. Cbykanov, Y.G. Drozbko,A:P. KuIigin, GAMcsyata,AN. Pcnyagin,A.V. TrapemikDv,and P.V.
Bolbuev, "EcoIogic:aI ConditioDs for !be Creation of Atomic Weapoos at !be AIomic Industrial Complex
Near the aty of Kysbtym, " paper presented at the Coofereoce on the Environmental Conscquenc:ea of
Nuclear Weapons Development, UDiYersity ofeatifomia, Irvine, April 11-14, 1991. G.N. RomaDov, LA.
Buldatav and V.L. Sbvedov, "Irradiatioo of the PopuIatioo and the Medical Consequences of the EJ:plo-
sion," PrirotlQ, May 1990, p. 64 &Nes the size of the popuJatioo evacuated in 7-10 days as 1150 people and
the awragc CXJOf8D'!inationdeDIiIy • 500 0IkDT. B.v. N'atipcIov, G.N. Romaoov, LA. BuldatDv, N.s.
Babaev, Yu.B. lCboIiDII,aDd E.I. Mikerin, "Ac:rideDt in the Soutbem Urals OD 29 September 1957,"
InterD8tiooal Atomic Energy Agcrx:y IDfQnnation Crcular. May 28. 1989, in Table 4, giwa the size of the
populatioo evacuated in 7-10 days as 600 people and the average contamination density as 500 Cftt,rril (Sr-
90). N. L DubeDyot, et aL, op. dt.. giYes lOSS people in the three viJlages; A.L BumazyaDB, EMrgiyG:
EkonomikD, Td:nika, EkologiyrJ, January 1990, p. 52, reports 1500 inbabitanta in the area, and in February
1990, p. 14, reports 1100 inbatlitanla evacuated in 7-10 days.

197 G.N. Romanov, LA. Buldakov BOd V.L. Slwcdov, "Irradiation of the Population and the Medical
Coosequeoces of the &pIaIiOD," PrirodtI, M8y 1990, P. 64; B.V. NitipeIov, G.N. Romaoov,LA BuIdat-
av, N.s. Babaev, Yu.B. ICbolina, and E.I. Miterin, "Aa:ideDt in the Soutbem Urals on 29 September
1957," IntematiooaI A10mic Energy AyJ:oI:y Informatioo Circular. M8y 28, 1989, Table 4.

HI Ibid.



equivalent effective dose; an additional 2000 people in areas .199In all,
inhabitants of 23 villages,:Dlabout 10,700people, were evacuated from areas
having contamination levels greater than 2 Ci/km2 (Sr_90).:!l1 -

The 1957 harvest, contaminated with radionuclides, was eaten by the
population.:m By 1959 all areas contaminated in excess of 2 Cilkm2 were
subject to special sanitary protection regulations.:lD3In 1962, this "sanitary
alienation zone" was reduced in size to 220 km2.204In 1958-1959, about
20,000 ha (80 mi~ of agricultural land at the head of the cloud track were
ploughed under, and in 1960-1961an additional 6200 ha (25 mi~.20SIn 1958,
106,000 ha (410 mi~ of land were removed from agricultural use in Chelya-
binsk and Sverdlovsk Oblasts.2Q6 By 1961, all the land in Sverdlovsk, 47,000
ha (180 mi~ were returned to agriculture; and by 1978, 40,000 ba (150 mi~
out of 59,000 ha (230 mi~ in Chelyabinsk were returned to use.7IT7

In experimental study areas where the ground was not ploughed under,
in the first two years 90 percent of the Sr-90 was concentrated in the upper
2 em of soil. By 1988, 84-94 percent of the Sf-90 was concentrated in the
upper 10 em of soil. Transport by wind and water runoff have reduced the Sr-

I" Ibid; an additioDal 2000 people wbcrc the ~ge contamination density was 18 a (Sr-90)lkmz
received 3.9 rem e:xtemaIdose, and 12 rem effective dole equiYalent,before evacuation was completed
250 days after the accident; 4200 people wbere the average c:ootaminationdensity was 8.9 a (Sr.90)lkmz
received 1.9 rem e.xterna1dose, and 5.6 rem effective dose equivalent, before evacuation was completed
330 days after the accident; and 3100 people where the average contamination density was 3.3 a (Sr-
9O)JJan2received 0.68 rem external dose, and 2.3 rem effectiye dose eqUivalent, before evacuation was
completed 670 days after the accident.

2llO "Hearing in Committee on Preparation of Law on Nuclear Safety: 1957 Aa:ident" Moscow Home
Service, (SU~I9i), 1200 GMT, July 25, 1989. .

ZOlIbid.
2m N. I. Dubenyok, ASh. Liberman, and N~ Mirooova, "Tbe Necessity for Independent Retrospective
EcoIogicaJ Expertise: for the Zone of Radioactive Intluencc of the Military Industrial c:omplexin the
CbelyabiDst Region," paper presented at the FIl'Jt Soviet-Americ::anCoofereDce for BalIogical Noo-
Governmental OrganizatioDs,Marc:b 12-20, 1991, MOIaJW.

as G.M. Romanov, LA Buldatov and VL Sbvedov, "Irradiation of the Population and the Medic:aI
Coasequeoccs of the &pioIion," PrWdIl, May 1990, pp. 64-67; B.V. Nikipelov, G.M. Romaoov, LA
Bu1dakov, N.s. Babaev, Yu.B. KboIiDa,and E.L Miterin, "Accident in the SoutberD Urals OIl 29
September 1957," International Atomic Energy Agency Information Qrcular, May 28, 1989.

* Ibid.

2IllS1bK1.

-Ibid.

2117 Ibid.



90 exponentially with a half-life of 4-S years.-
One-fifth of the people livingin the areas with a contamination greater

than 2 Ci/km2 showed reduced leukocytes in the blood, and, in rare- cases,
thrombocyte levels also were reduced. No deviations in the incidence of
diseases of the blood and in the incidence of malignant tumors have been
registered according to Soviet investigators.2D9 The combined collective
effective dose commitment of the evacuated population prior to evacuation
was approximately 130,000 person-rem; and the collective effective dose
commitment of those persons that were not evacuated was 4S0,OOO person-
rem.210Over their lifetimes the collective radiation exposure from this
accidental release could result in as many as 1000 additional cancers in the
populatioa211 .

High-Level Waste Tanks: In the early years the practice of managing
high-level waste involved the production of nitrate acetate solutions, which
upon drying yielded an explosive similar to gun powder; and, as noted above,
one of the waste tanks in fact exploded in 1951. The current proced~e for
handling high-level waste involves first evaporation and then fixation in
sparingly soluble compounds, i.e. hydroxide and ferrocyanide compounds. The
concentrated waste are stored in instrumented single shell stainless steel
storage tanks housed in metal-lined reinforced concrete canyons. It was
reported in 1991 that not less than 976 MCi of radioactive waste is kept in
storage in solutions. Elsewhere it has been reported that a 1990 inventory
indicated that there are S46 m Ci of "radioactive solutions and deposits,"
including (note sum is S28 m Ci):212

374 m Ci sodium nitrate solution
149 m Ci hydroxide and ferrocynide
4.9 m Ci sediments (Pulp).

2118 G.N. Romanov, DA SpiriD, and ReM. Ale:Iahin, "Sr-90 Migration Peculiarities in the EnviroDment,"
1991. Paper presented to the US DOE Delegation, October 21, 1991.

- Ibid.

%10 V.N. Cbykanov, Y.G. Drozbko, A.P. Kuligin, GA Mesyats, AN. PenyaJin, A V. Trapemikov, and
BoIbuev, "Ecological CoDditioas for the CreatioD of AIomic Weapoos at the Atomic: lDdustrial ~
Near the Oty of ICysbtylD," paper prelCDted at the CoofereDce on tbc Environmental CoDIcqueocca of
Nuclear Weapons DcvcIopmcDt, University of California, 1J'YiDc, April 11·14, 1991.

%11 This assumes one c:anc:er fatality per 1000 pcrsoo-ran, and two canc:crs incurred per cancer fatality.

212 "Material of the Commission to IDvestipte tbc EcaIogicaI SituatioD of the CbelyabiDst ReJion,"
Commicsioo formed President GorbacbcY's order RP·1283, January 3, 1991; cited by AJennde~
BoIsuDOYSlty,"Russian Nuclear Weapoos ProduetioD and EDviroDmeotal Pollution," paper presented at
tbc Coofereoce 011 ''1be Nonproliferatioo Predic:ameot in the Former Soviet uoioD, " Monterey Institute
of International Studies, Monterey, California, AprilS, 1992.



At the time of this survey a small portion of the wastes (4 m Ci) has been
vitrified. These data are consistent with other sources that indicate that there
are some 150 million curies (MCi) (a volume of 20,000 m') of high-level
radioactive waste sediments stored in approximately 60 single-walled steel
tanks.213 Alexander Penyagin is reported to have said there are a total of 99
waste tanks at Mayak.

Waste Vurification: In the mid-1950s the Soviets began to develop
techniques for transforming liquid radioactive wastes into a solids with
radionuclide fixation in stable matrixes suitable for long-term safe storage.
Preference was given to vitrification (i.e., preparation of glass-like materials),
and development proceeded in two directions: (a) two-stage vitrification with
waste calcination at the first stage; and (b) a large development effort, the so-
called single-stage method of preparing phosphate and borosilicate glass-like
materials in a ceramic melter without preliminary calcination. In the latter
case dehydration, calcination of wastes, and their melting with fluxingadditions
are conducted in one apparatus, where (the ~ne of glass-like melt) liquid
high-level wastes and fluxing agents are added directly. For obtaining
phosphate glass the orthophospboric acid is added as a fluxing agent and for
borosilicate glass the boron-containing mineral-datolite is added. The heating
of glass-like melt is carried out by conducting alternating current through the
glass melt. Despite the bulky technological flowsheet, the technique of single-
stage vitrification is characterized by high capacity and allows the high alkali
metal salt-containing wastes to be processed.21<l

The Soviets developed a process for extracting Sr-90 from acidic high
level waste using a crown-ether based extractant, and 1.5 million curies have
been extracted.215

The Chelyabinsk-65 vitrification program began in 1967. After almost
10 years of testings carried out in a 100 1/hfacility using model solutions, in
1986 a 500 liter/hour (lIh) vitrification facility for liquid high-active solutions
was put into operation at Chelyabinsk-65. The process, still in use, is based on

mV.N. Cbytanov, Y.G.Drozbto, 1J.KuJiSin, GA Mesyats, AN. Penyagin, AV. Trapemikav, andP.V.
BoIbucv, "Ecological Conditions for the Creatioo of Atomic: Weapaaa at tile AlQmie IDClustrial CompIr:J
Ncar the ety of Kysbtym," paper prescnled at tile ConfercDc:e OD the Eaviroomental Conscqueoc:es of
Nuclear Weapons Development, UDiYersity of CaIifomia, Irvioe, April 11-14, 1991; and FaIci, Frank P.,
"Fmal Trip Report, 'l'nwcl to USSR for Feet FlDding DiscuIlioDs OD EDviroomeDtaI Restoratiao. and
Waste Maoagemeot, JUDe 15·28, 1990," 0fIicc of Tedmology DevdopmcDt, DOE.

%14 E.G. Drozbko, B.V. NitipeloY, AS. NIIdforov, 1J. SuaIov, and AF. Tsarenko, "EsperieDCe in
R.adioactive Waste Maoagcmeot at tile Soviet Radiocbemic:aI PlaDt and the Main ApproBcbes to Waste
Reliable CoDfiDement DevclopmeDt," MiDistry of Nuclear POM:r EngiDeering BDd 1Ddustry, (UDdated
English traD&latiOD ca. 1990).

%1S Fraot P. FaIci, "Fmal Trip Report, Travel to USSR for Fact FiDdiD&I>iscussioDs 011 Eoviroomeotal
Restoratioo and Waste Maoagemeot, JUDe 15-28, 1990," 0fIicc of TcchDoIo&YDeYe1opmCDt, DOE.



radionuclide introduction into phosphate glass, prepared in a ceramic melter
made of high-alumina zirconium refractory material with molybdenum
electrodes. Orthophosphoric acid is used as a fluxing addition. Vitrifiec;lwastes
are poured through special drains into 0.2 m3 vessels. After cooling three such
vessels are placed into metal containers (0.63 m diameter, 3.4 m height).216
The first liquid-fed, ceramic melter, which was placed in operation in 1986, ran
for 13 months before the electrode failed due to a very high current load
(2000 amperes). Contents of the melter were spilled onto the building floor.
The furnace was decommissioned in February 1987. Maximum output was 90
kg/hr of glass. About 162 MT of phosphate glass (998 m3) containing 3.97
million Ci was poured into 366 canisters.217 The aluminum-canying waste
were from reprocessing highly enriched fuel elements of the BM type.21' The
furnace was too large (30' long x 13' wide x 10' high) to be removea. A second
similar furnace was constructed in the same building. Testing began in
December of 1990, and after six months vitrification was resumed on June 25,
1991. As of October 1, 1991, 440 m3 of hjgh-Ievel waste solution was
processed, producing 88 MT of glass containiIig 13 MO of activity. Initially,
the waste solution was from reprocessing high-enriched BN type fuel, and then
a mixture of waste from processing BN and VVER fuel.

In May 1992 it was reported that 60 MCi had been vitrified. The
production capacity of the plant is now 1MT/d. Originally, the concentration
of radioactivity was 100 Ci/1 (50 Ci/kg); currently 400 Ci/1 is achieved. 219

The glass blocks, after being placed into metal containers, are put into
surface storage, equipped with a forced system of air cooling and with a
powerful gas-purification system. Permanent temperature and gas control of
the containers will be carried out by air cooling the canisters for 20-30 years,

116 E.G. Drozbko, B.V. NikipcloY, AS. Nikiforov, AP. SusIov, and AS. TsareokD, "l2periem:e in
RadioactM: Waste Management at the Soviet Radiochemical Plant aod the Main Approacbes to Waste
Reliable CoofiDcmcnt DcvelopmeDl," MiDistry of Nudear Power Eoginc:erins and Industry, (undated
English traDSIatioD ca. 1990).

217 Frank P. FaIci, "Fmal Trip Report, Travel to USSR for Fact Floding Discussions on Enviroomcntal
Restoration and Waste Management, June 15-28, 1990," Office of Tcc:bnolo&YDeve1opmcot, DOE.
According to E.G. Drozbto, B.V. N'lkipclov, AS. Nitiforov, AP. SusIov, and AS. narc_ "ExperieDce
in Radioec:tive Waste ManagcmcDt at the Soviet Radiocbcmica1 Plant and the Main Approacbes to Waste
Reliable Confiocmcnt DcveIopmcDt," MiDistry of Nuclear Power Engincerin, and 1DduItry, (Undated
Englisb traDIIation ca. 1990), "About 1000 m' biBb aetM solutions, CODtaIoinI3.9ltlo' a of tntal8Clivity,
was vitrified during 1987-1988. The tota1 weigbt of the obtained gIaIa bIoc:b bas c:mstiluted 160 metric
toos."

%II "Foreign TraYCIReport, TnM:I to Russia to Caoduet Tecbndo&Y &cbanF WOI'kIbop5 as part of tbc
DOE U.sJU.s.s.R. Joint Coordinating Crcnmittce OIl Eoviaonmeotal Reatoratioo and Waste
MaDagcmcnt," October 16-27, 1991, Trip Report For: DOll J. Bradley, November 11, 1991.

119 Oleg Bukbarin, notes taken at meeting with Evgcny Mitcrin, Frank wo HippCl, and otbcrs, MClICOW,
May 28, 1992.



after which the Soviet plan is to bury the waste in a granite or salt formation.
The government has been looking in the region of the Urals for a possible
granite site, and are experiencing public opposition. =

Solid Waste Burial ..220 There are 227 solid waste burial sites (about 25
still functional) comprising total area of about 30 ha, with the burials
themselves occupying 21.3 ha (Table 9). The sites contain some 500 thousand
MT of waste with 12 MCi of activity.221The burial sites for low-level and
medium-level solid radioactive waste are trenches dug in the soil. As soon as
the trenches are filled with wastes they are covered with waterproof soil.
Burials sites usually are located where the water table is greater than four
metres below the bottom of the burial. The bottom and the walls are made
"waterproof' with a layer of clay.Radionuclides can migrate from burial sites
due to infiltrating atmospheric precipitation (while filling the burial before the
waste is covered); and can also migrate in the water-bearing horizon, and
diffuse in moist soil.

High-level solid radioactive wastes are placed in reinforced concrete
structures with multiple waterproofing - with bitumen, stainless steel,
concrete. Radionuclide migration is also prevented by the clay soil coating the
bottom and the walls of the container. Only these high-level radioactive waste
structures are equipped with instrumentation and a signalling system. The
trench-like burials have no instrumentation.

Nearly all of solid production wastes are dumped without being
processed due to the lack of well-developed installations for burning,
compaction, deactivation, melting. The large number of burial sites is
explained by the fact that originally every plant had, and still has, its own
burial sites for each kind of waste. The dumping was organized according to
the following principle - the distance between the production site and the
burial site for solid waste must be reduced to the minimum.

Contamination Today: Since 1949Mayak has discharged in excess of 154
MCi of long-lived radionuclides (Sr-90 and Cs-135) into the environment,
contaminating in excess of 26,700 km2, and exposing more than 437,000
people, making the Chelyabinsk-65 environs arguably the most polluted spot
on the planet. Parts of the Chelyabinsk-65 site have a dose rate of up to 15
milliR/h. The average value for the remainder of the site is in the range of 10
to 30 ~R/h. The Techa River is cordoned off with a wire fence and people are
forbidden to catch fish, pick mushrooms or berries, or cut the hay. There are

22lI Alc:xandcr BoIsuDOllSky, "Russian Nuclear Wcapous ProdUdioo and Enviroomental Pollution, •• paper
presented at the Conference on "1be NonproIfferation Predicament in the Former Soviet Union,"
Montcrey Institute of International Studies, Monterey, California, Aprils, 1992-

111 "Resooance,' CbeIyabiDsk., 1991.



340 million m3 of radioactive water in open reselVoirs. Fish in Reservoir No.
10 are reported to be "100 times more radioactive than normal."m

The production complex, by consuming contaminated water=for its
needs, regulates the water level in the lakes. With four reactors shut down and
a fifth to close, a new danger has been identified - overfilling the reservoirs
with natural water and possibly even failure of the dams, sending contaminat-
ed water into the rivers of the Db basin. The South Urals nuclear power
station was to avert this sort of catastrophe by using radioactive water to cool
turbine condensers, thus increasing evaporation.2Z3But, as noted above, the
South Urals project may never be completed.

The Siberian Chemical Combine (Tomsk-7, Seversk)
The Siberian Chemical Combine (Sibkbimkombinat) at Tomsk-7 was

founded in 1954 on the Tom River, 15 km northwest of Tomsk. The closed
city of Seversk (population 107,7(0) is a satellite town of Tomsk.224Tomsk,
itself has about 500,000 inhabitants. Tomsk-7 OCCupiesan area greater than
20,000 heetares.2ZS It is the site of the Siberian Atomic Power Station, a
chemical separation plant, facilities for plutonium processing and blending and
pit fabrication, an enrichment plant, and nuclear waste management
facilities.22ili The Siberian Atomic Power Station houses five graphite-
moderated dual-purpose reactors, two of which have been shut.down as of the
end-1991, and a third to be shut down in 1992.%Z7Additional power is also
provided by a fossil fueled plant.228 The Ministry of Atomic Energy proposes
to construct at Tomsk-7, a large facility for storage of fissile material
recovered from retired warheads.

m Nu&/eonics Wed; July 26,1990, p. 11.

m "Chain Reactioo of Wastefuloets • Do We Need the South Urals AES?," ~ Rossiytz,
Dec:ember 24, 1989.

224 Akita Furumoto, Tokyo Yomiuri Shimbun, in Japanese, NOYember 17, 1991, Morning Editioo, p. 1
(tnmslated in Fomp 1lrotMlcIut InfonnDlion Service-SOY·91·22S-A, November 21, 1991, p.3.); kvGtiya,
May 4, 1990, morning editim, p. 6 (TraDIIated in FBI$. I.mdoa UK, Serial: PM040S11229O); MOIICOW
Central Te1cYision Flrst Program Network in Russian, ID its Vremya Newscast at 1530 GMT, January 2,
1991 (TraosIated in FBI$. Loodoo UK, Serial:LD0201170891); and "Open Deal in 8 Closed
Cty,"lwatiya, January 25, 1991,UDioo Editioo, P. 2 {'li1JDIIated inFBIS, Loodoo UIC,R 2S1109ZJan
1991).

2ZS V. KcstyukoYskiy, et aL, "Secrets of a CklICd aty," Moscow kvGtiya, UDioD Edition, August 2, 1991
(in Russian), (traoslated in JPRS-TEN-91-o18, October 11, 1991, pp. 71-72).

:D61be reactor lite Dear TOIDIIt is located at 5fI' 37'N 840 47"E.

m 1be current (1990) bead of the ItatioD is II8DlCd Mesbeay8tov.

ZZ8 The smoke plume from this pIaDt can be seen in LANDSAT image&.



The director of the Siberian Chemical Combine (in 1991) is G.
Khandorin.

Siberian Atomic Power Station: The first of the five reactors is reported
to have come on line in September 1958;229the second in December 1959;
and subsequent ones spaced about a year apart. In 1955, at the Second
International Conference on Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, the Soviets
described the nuclear reactors at this station as being solely for electric power
generation.230 In 1981, AM. Petrosyants, then Chairman of the State
Committee for Utilization of Atomic Energy, admitted that these reactors
served a dual purpose-plutonium production for warheads and power
generation~231Not until May 4, 1990 did the Soviets reveal that the reactors
were at Tomsic,supplying energy to the Siberian-Chemical Combine and heat
to agricultural complexes and housing.232

The reactors, as described in 1955 and 1958, are graphite-moderated.
water-cooled, and have 2,101 channels. Thus, they are slightly larger than the
reactor shut down in 1989 at the Chelyabinsk.:.65complex. In 1964, it was
reported that the station had exceeded its design capacity of 600 megawatts-

- electric (Mwe), and in 1979 it was reported that "the capacity of this nuclear
power station considerably exceeds 600,000 kw [kilowatts]."m Western
sources always describe it as now consisting of six 100 MWe units, and this
appears to have been the original intention. But there are only five units and
according to Aleksandrov, the second unit was 200 Mwe•

23oISubsequent units
were probably even larger, and the power output of all units was probably
increased significantly over time.23sThe reactors operate use once through
cooling judging by.the high concentration of neutron activation products in the

Z29 In September 1958, a brief announc:emeot· in Pravda revealed that the first stage of a second atomic
power station (following the 5 megawatt~lectric (MwJ experimental installation at Obninsk) bad entered
service, and that its eventual capacity would reacb 600 Mw•.

2JO A film of the new station was shown to delegates at the conference, tben in session, and it was disclosed
that its location was in Siberia.

231 AM. PetrCl5}'aDlS,NUl:lear Energy, (Moscow: 1981), p. 13.

2J21zvtStiya, May 4, 1990, morning edition, p. 6 ( Translated in FBIS, London UK. Serial: PM040S 112290).

233 A M. Petrosy'anlS. Problems of NUl:lear Science and Technology. 4th ed., translated from the Russian
by W. E. Jones (Oxford: Pergamon Press. 1981), p. 103.

234 Kommunisl, No.1, 1976, p. 65.

%35 By comparison. in the U.s. program at Hanford the first four graphite reactors, B. D, F, and DR.
which began operating between 1944 and 1950. bad a design power level of 250 Mwt; the Dext two, H and
C. which came on line in 1948 and 1951. bad design power Ieve~ of 400 and 600 Mwt• respectively; and
the last two, KE and KW. were initially rated at 1850 MWt at stanup in 1952 and 1953. By 1964 the rating
of these eight reactors bad been increased to between 2090 and 4400 Mwt; see Thomas B. Cochran, et
aI., N~lt!ar Weapons Dalabook, Vol. n. p. 61.



Tom River.
On August 21 and December 31,1990, the first two of the five Tomsk-7

reactors was shut down, respectively.236In announcing the shut dOWIFOfthe
first, Tass reported "The Siberian Atomic Station is working its last few
months and soon another reactor will be shut down. As a result it is said that
the amount of harmful effluent going into the Tom River will be halved."237
The Collegium of Gosatomnadzor (GAN), Russia's atomic energy inspector-
ate, has directed that a third reactor at Tomsk-7 be shut down this year, in
199223&In 1992 it was reported that the "reactors are producing 40% heat
and electricity for Tomsk. There are proposals to construct ASf reactors in
Tomsk."239

Chemical Separation Plant: The chemical separation and fuel storage
facilities probably date from the mid-1950s when the reactors went on line.
The separation (or reprocessing) plant is used to chemically separate the
plutonium. from the highly radioactive fissi0I,lproducts contained in the
irradiated reactor fuel elements. As noted aboVe,in 1978 the Soviets initiated
an extensive program of civilian fuel reprocessing and shifted the Chelyabinsk-
65 separation plant operations from military to civilian operations. As a result,
the Tomsk separation plant began receiving by rail the military production
reactor fuel from Chelyabinsk-65 for processing.2AOPresumably these
shipments have ceased now that the production reactors at Chelyabinsk-65 are
no longer operating. Current plans are to continue to process the fuel from
the two remaining (after 1992) production reactors at Tomsk-7.2A1

Plutonium Processing: In the 19608blending of plutonium of different
isotopic concentrations took place at Plant 5 and was transferred to Plant 25,
as evidenced by more recent criticisms of plant activities at these plants.2A2
A former employee of Plant 25 has alleged that in 1967,management officials
at Plant 25 falsified plutonium blending ratios, .apparently creating a

236 "Siberian Atomic Reactor oases," Moscow Tau, International Service in Russian, August, 21, 1990,
1449 GMT.

2J71bid.
231 Kbots, Yuriy, "Plutonium-Producing Reac:tor& in ICr8sooyarst to be Shut Down," MotICOW !TAR-TIm
World Service, in RUIIian, May 19, 1992, 1352 GMT.

DP OIeg Butbarin, notes tateD at meeting with Evgeay MikeIiD, FraDt WIt HippeI, aDd otben, Mo&Caw,
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HI Ouistopbcr Paine, "Militaly Reactors Go on Show to American VISitors," New Scimtist, July 22, 1989,
p.22.
241Oleg Butbarin, notes taken at meeting with EYJCDY Mitcrin, FraDt WIt Rippel, and others, Moscow,
May 28, 1992-

242 LV. Stryapsbin, -We Need Indcpcndcot As&eumcnts," TOIDIt-37, July 8, 1991.



"fictitious" inventory of plutonium. "[I)n a ten-month period, about 90 kg of
'fictitious' plutonium oxalate 'piled up' at the Shop 1 warehouse." According
to the same source, management officials at Plants 25 and 15 decideQ cover
up the problem by transferring the "fictitious" plutonium to Plant 15 for
"purification." "In this operation only 50-60 kg of pure plutonium were
manipulated, and several hundred kilograms of plutonium plus several tons of
HEU were dumped by Plant 2S into its reservoir.,,2A3

Waste Management Activities: During the 30-year OPeration of the
plant, about 127,000 tons of solid and about 33 million m3 of liquid radioactive
wastes have been collected in underground storage facilities.2U "The
Sibkbirnkombinat (Siberian Chemical Combine) burial sites are located 10-20
km from the river Tom. At these sites radioactive wastes of unknown quantity
and concentration have been pumped into sandy beds at a depth of 220-360
meters. In the immediate area of the burial sites the beds are covered with
uniform, water-resistant clay strata; however, throughout the region as a whole
these strata can thin out.'>2AS ,.,

Problems with defense waste at Tomsk date back to the 19708. At that
time, a senior engineer responsible for "monitoring stocktaking and storage
of special output" discovered a "vast quantity of radioactive output" at the
plant. Izvestiya claims that his letter to the Central Committee and 1...1.
Brezhnev only resulted in his reprimand and threatened expulsion from the
party.2A6Not until April 18, 1990, when Tomsk-7 radio warned that people
had been contaminated, did the public learn of this problem.2A7

Large quantities of radioactive have been dumped into open reservoirs
on site. izvestiya reported that the radioactive waste burial site is poorly fenced
and contaminated water areas are not fenced at all. Elk, hare, duck, and fish
are contaminated, and 38 people were found to have higher than permissible
levels of radioactive substances in their body. Of these 38, four adults and
three children have been hospitalized.2A8

:lA3 Ibid.

Z44 V. Ka\tyulaMkiy, et al., "Secrets of a Ooscd Oty," Moscow Izvutiya, Unioll Edition, August 2, 1991
(in Russian), (tnIDS1atedin JPRS-TEN-91'()18, October 11, 1991, pp. 71-72).

24S Ibid; quoting from an article appearing "Dot IaDgago" in~ Gt:Jzet4, wbicb in turn was quoting
from an ofIic:iaIdocument compiled by specialists from TomskDeftcpsgcologiya.

2A6 "Urgent Warning: RadioactiYc Waste Available to AIl," IZW!Stiytl, May 4, 1990, morning edition, P. 6
( Translated in FBIS, Loodoo UK, 8eriaI: PM040S112290).

2A7 Ibid.

2A8 "Urgcot Warning: Radioactive Waste Available to AIl," Izveniya, May 4, 1990,'mcmiDg cditioD, p. 6
( Translated in FBIS, London UK, 8eriaI: PM040S11229O).



Wastes apparently are also discharged into a tnbutary of the Tom
River, which has been dammed a form a system of settling ponds. The Tom
also receives the direct discharge of reactor cooling water. In Ju1)t 1990,
French scientistS took radiation measurements just outside the Tomsk-7
site.249 At the bank of the cooling water discharge canal, where it flows into
the Tom about 2.5 km downstream from the reactors, the gamma radiation
levels were 300 microrad/h in air and 400 I£rad!hin the water in the canal.2S0

On the bank of the Tom, 2 Ian downstream from the canal, the gamma
radiation level was 150 I£rad/h in air. A sample of sediment, taken at 5 em
depth in the canal where it flows into the Tom, was found to contain 121
Becquerels/kilogram (Bq/kg) of Cs-137,4036 BqIkg of cobalt-58, 18,564Bq/kg
of chromium-51, and 2441 Bq/kg of zine-6S.251 The high levels of activation
products (Co-58, Ch-51, and Zn-65) are indicators of corrosion in one or more
of the reactors.

Uranium Enrichment Plant: On January 25,1991, Isvestiya reported a
commercial deal whereby the Siberian Chemical Combine would enrich up to
four percent uranium recovered from reprocessed French power reactor
fuel.252 Some 150 MT of uranium had been processed by January 1991.253

The Russians would be paid around $50 million a year under the cooperative
arrangement expected to last at least 10 years.2S4 Later that year it was
reported that these were precontract negotiations.2S5 Apparently, the French
want to avoid contaminating their own enrichment plants with wanium-232
and uranium-236 impurities in the uranium recovered from spent fuel, by
enriching the recovered uranium in Russian enrichment plants.

Fissile Material Storage Facility: The Ministry of Atomic Energy
studied two alternatives for the storage of plutonium and HEU removed from
warheads dismantled under the Gorbachev and Yeltsin initiatives of 1991-92:
construction of two 20,000 m2 facilities, one each at Tomsk-7 and Chelyabinsk-

W Max Lariviere and Jaqueline Dcnis-Lampereur, Science &: Vie, February 1991, pp. 102-103.

25G Nonnal backgrouod levels in the region arc 10-20 microradJh.

151 Max Lariviere and JaqueliDc Dcnis-Lampereur, Scimce &: Vie, February 1991, p. 103. Subsequent
gamma spec:tro&copy of the sample identified Mn-54, Co-6O, Zn-6S, Eu-1S2, and Pu-239,240 in
CODCeDtratioosabo¥c bBcqrouDd le'velL

m "Open Deal in a 00Icd Cty,"l.natiyQ, January 1S, 1991, UDiao EdidoD, P. 2 (Translated in FBlS,
Loodoo UK, R 1S1109Z Jan 1991); aDd MCIICDW RUIIian Television Network, January 3, 1991, 1700
GMT (tnIDIlaIed from RUIIian).

153 MOllaJWRussian TelevisioDNetwork, January 3, 1991, 1700 GMT (translated fn:m RUSIiaD).

154 Ibid.

zs.sV. Kostyutovstjy, el aL, "Scaets of a 00Icd City," M06COW 1zvGIiya, Uoiao Editioo, AuJUSl2, 1991
(in Russian), (traDslated in JPRS-TEN.910018, October 11, 1991, pp. 71-72).



65, or construction of one 50,000m2facility at Tomsk-7. The population in the
Chelyabinsk region, traumatized by the past accidents at Chelyabinsk-65,
resisted siting another facility there. Consequently, the ministry ch~e the
option of a single larger facility at Tomsk-7. The proposed facility consists of
three blocks: a central part consisting of a loading area, radiation and safety
control, etc.; a storage area for 45,000 containers (the first stage); and a
storage area with .a 65,000 container capacity (second stage). It is estimated
to take eight years to complete construction of the first stage (the first two
blocks) if only Russian resources are used. With US. assistance, construction
could be completed in four years. No decision has been made with respect to
the physical and chemical form of the fissile material to be stored, e.g.,
whether the plutonium will be stored as plutonium pits, plutonium metal
buttons, or Pu02" The construction phase will not delay the rate of dismantle-
ment of nuclear warheads; temporary storage facilities will be used.2S6

Mining and Chemical Combine (Krasnoyarsk-~6, Zhelenogorsk, "Devatka,"
"Atomgrad, " Dodonovo) ';

In 1950, Stalin authorized the building of a "radiochemical enterprise"
for producing plutonium on the mountainous east bank of the Yenisey River
in the Siberian taiga not far from the Stolba National Preserve,2S710 'kIn
north of Dodonovo, and 50 kIn northeast of Krasnoyarsk.2S8Thus, in the
same year was born, "Sibkhimstroy" (Siberian Chemical Complex), now known
as the Mining and Chemical Combine, and along with it, the closed city
Zkelenogorsk (population 90,(00).259Code-named Krasnoyarsk-26, local
inhabitants call it Devyatka. Gorod i Gorozhanye, a local newspaper, often calls
it "Atomgrad." Unlike Chelyabinsk-65and Tomsk-7, the plutonium production
and separation at Krasnoyarsk-26 takes place entirely underground.

There are three plutonium production reactors located at the bottom
of huge artificial caverns, a chemical separation plant that has operated since
1965,waste treatment and storage facilities, and "innumerable laboratories,"

256 OIeg Bukbarin, notes taken at meeting with Evgeny Mikerin, Frank VOIl Hippel, and other&, Moscow,
May 28, 1992-

257 "The Nuclear City: A Trip to a Populated Area WbicI1 is Not DO the Map," PravdD, June 26, 1989;
A1etsty Tarasov and Dmitriy Kbrupov, "Spy satellites are Made Here: Report from a Closed Military
City," Moscow IzvcstiItJ, in Russian, January 11, 1992, Unioo Edition, pp. 1,8 (translated into English); and
SteVen Erlanger, "A Siberian Town: Not a Secret aDd Ready to Deal,"New Yorlc Trmes, Man:b 29, 1992,
pp.l,6.

m The Krasnoyarst-26 reactor site is located at 560 2O'N 930 36'E.
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all some 200-250 m underground. "A concrete road that stretches along the
shore of the Yenisey leads to a tunnel situated at the base of an enormous
mountain.,,2150Employees of the combine go to work by train along ~e five
kIDlong tunnel. Digging the multilevel system of underground tunnels and
3500 rooms took more than 65,000 prisoners and more than 100,000 soldiers.
In the 19705,the volume of excavation was compared to that of the Moscow
metro.2161 The production facilities were· placed underground to provide
protection against potential enemy air raids; and, in fact, the tunnels have
several widened areas designed to suppress the shock wave from a nuclear
attack.2162 Nearby, aboveground, there is a fossil fueled plant that can be
used to provide backup power. Also aboveground, construction of RT-2, a
second chemical separation plant, was halted in 1989. A spent fuel storage
facility was completed at the RT-2 site. Across the river, some 10 kIDaway,
is Site 27, where radioactive waste from RT-2 was to have been injected into
the ground. The director of the Mining and Chemical Combine is Valeriy
Lebedev.263

i.,

A second nuclear weapons related facility at Krasnoyarsk-26 is the
Scientific Production Association of Applied Mechanics, established in 1959,
employing 11,000workers, and headed by Academician Mikhail F. Reshetnev,
a colleague of S. Korolev.26t TIrls facility is part Krasmash, a larger defense
industry enterprise with facilities in and around Krasnoyarsk. The START
Treaty data exchange identifies the Krasnoyarsk Machine Building Plant
(Krasmash) at Krasnoyarsk as a production facility for Submarine-Launched
Ballistic Missiles (SLBMs).26S Krasmash also designs, manufactures, and tests
spy satellites, space vehicles, special communications, and satellites for the
Academy of Sciences.211S6 More than one-third of the Cosmos space vehicles
were worked on here.'1G1The firms output is represented by the Molniya,

2fO Yu. Kbots, "'UDdcrsround AES [Nuclear Power Station] Will No Looger Produce Plutonium," Moscow
lzvGtiya, Union Editioo (in Russian). NCMlDber 14, 1991, p. 6.
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Raduga, Gorizont, Ekran, Luch, and radio satellites, navigation (including the
Tsikada and Glonass satellites), and Geodesy (Geoik and Etalon).2l6I

Also about 90 km east of Krasnoyarsk is the Electrochemistry: Plant,
one of four uranium enrichment plants in Russia. It is also identified as
Krasnoyarsk-45, with its closed city Zelnogorsk (population 63,3(0).269

Graphite Reactors: The three graphite-moderated production reactors,
hidden 200-250 m underground, produce only plutonium.270 Tritium is not
produced at Krasnoyarsk-26. Judging by a photograph of the reactor fuel
loading deck, the reactors are estimated to be comparable in size to the AV-1,
AV-2, and AV-3 reactors at Chelyabinsk 65, each of which has 2001
channels.771 The first reactor at Krasnoyarsk-26 was started up in 1958; the
second in 1961; and the third in 1964. The oldeSt reactor will be shut down
July 1, 1992, and the second no later than September 1, 1992.212 Since the
third reactor is dual purpose, producing plutonium and providing electricity
for the closed city and the underground facility, it is not scheduled to be shut
down until the Sosnovoborsk power and heating plant begins operating in the
year 2000.273 The cazeacityof the reactors had been reduced by 20 percent
by the end of 1990. 4

The first two reactors utilize once-through cooling. Since water from the
Yenisey is pumped through these reactors and returned directly to the river,
it is contaminated fission product leakage and neutron induced radioactivity.
Radioactive contamination of the discharged cooling water "results in an
increase in the radioactivity level of the dumped water to 3000 microroentgen
per hour."275 The dual purpose reactor has a closed cooling cycle. Two
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streams of thermal effluents into the Yenisey River are visible on a composite
of LANDSAT images, a day image from December 17, 1989 combined with
a night image from September 5, 1989. The southern most, or upstream,
discharge is the combined flow of water from the two reactors with open cycle
cooling. The northern most, or downstream, discharge is from the secondary
loop of the dual purpose reactor.

RT-2 Spent Fuel Storage and Chemical Separation Plants: In 1975, it
was resolved to build an irradiated fuel-storage facilityand a fuel reprocessing
(i.e., chemical separation) plant to be used for recycling civil reactor spent
fuel, namely, fuel from the new 1000MW. pressurized water reactors (VVER-
1000) and "other" reactors. Construction of the facilities, called RT-2, was
begun in 1976 or 1978, at a hill-top site overlooking the Yenisey River just
north of the underground reactors. The spent fuel storage facility with
auxiliary and service buildings was put into service in 1985. It comprises 1328
cylinders (6 m in length and 2 m in diameter), with the fuel is stored eight
meters below ground under three meters of ~ter.276 In early-l992, it was
reported to contain some 750 MT of spent fuel from VVER-l000 power
reactors. The plant has a design capacity of 6000 MT, enough fuel assembly
storage until to 2004.277

The second section of RT-2, the 1500 MTHMIy fuel reprocessing
plant,:m which is adjacent to and surrounds the spent fuel facility, was
scheduled to be completed by 1997-98.There was a sharp reduction in funding
for the project in 1985.279It was only about 30 percent complete when it was
interrupted and then halted in 1989, as a result of public controversy.280In
June 1989, Komsomolskaya Pravda reported that some 60,000 people in
Krasnoyarsk signed a protest, in part, because they were angered by the
revelation that the scientific study justifying the selection of the site was
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